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CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS

CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS (,000 YTL)

2007

2006

Profit-sharing Income

354,008

269,592

Profit-sharing Expense
Fee and Commission Income (Net)

216,149

165,060

92,144
36,415

57,983
16,365

180,501
18,839

138,923
-

67,078

39,957

3,860,015

2,951,434

404,422

270,122

14.72

15.01

Other Operating Income
Other Operating Expenses
Provision for Tax Liabilities
Profit for the Year (Net)
Total Assets
Total Shareholders’ Equity
Capital Adequacy Ratio (%)
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SECTION I

KUWAIT TURKISH PARTICIPATION BANK IN BRIEF

Founding, Type of Service and Areas of Activity, Position in the Sector
Kuwait Turkish Participation Bank (KTPB) began banking
and finance operations on March 31, 1989 with the
support of internationally recognized shareholders including
Kuwait Finance House, the Turkish General Directorate of
Foundations, the Kuwait Social Security Institution, and the
Islamic Development Bank. Its main area of business is
providing funds for the real economy, collecting them as
deposits to “Special Current Accounts” and “Profit and
Loss Participation Accounts” and conducting the full range
of financing activities within the framework of the relevant
regulations. In this fashion, investment by real and legal
persons involved in agricultural, industrial, and commercial
activities are promoted and invested in, and by forming
joint venture partnerships, these types of services and
activities are conducted in accordance with interest-free
banking principles. As of the end of December 31, 2007,
Kuwait Turkish conducted its activities with a total of 1,799
staff members employed at 86 corporate and retail
branches, and one international branch (Bahrain). Kuwait
Turkish’s equity capital, which was YTL 200,188,000 as
of year-end 2006, was increased 30 percent to YTL
260,000,000 in 2007. KTPB’s total assets, as of December
31, 2007, were up 31 percent on the previous year to
YTL 3,860,015,000.
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correspondents of any participation bank in Turkey, as
well as a growing international presence including an
overseas branch and representative office. Backed by a
strong capital structure and the experience of its parent
company, Kuwait Finance House, as well as the advantages
delivered by its Bahrain branch, KTPB is a leader in
financing trade with the Gulf States. In recognition of its
contributions to interest-free banking, Kuwait Turkish was
recognized with an award from the Institute for International
Research (IIR). Organizing Turkey’s first and largest
murabaha syndicated credit, worth US$ 200 million, KTPB
once again raised the bar for Turkey’s participation banks.
Among the Bank’s main objectives are to take a greater
share of the international trade finance market and to
generate greater access to both investors and sources of
funding from the GCC. Taking advantage of its status as
the first participation bank to enter the retail banking arena,
KTPB has built on its standing in retail banking thanks to
a superior capacity to design and adapt new products for
the Turkish market. KTPB became the first participation
bank to introduce customer segmentation, a move that, in
addition to promoting superior quality customer service,
also helped the bank focus on building long-term customer
relations and developing a stable base of loyal customers.
To better serve importers and exporters, allowing them to
hedge their businesses against economic uncertainty and
exchange rate fluctuations, KTPB led the way among
participation banks in introducing forward transactions.

Drawing on the extensive experience of its senior
management and a young, dynamic, highly educated staff,
KTPB is committed to driving innovation in interest-free
finance and has the largest network of international
SECTION I
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A HISTORY OF KUWAIT TURKISH
1989 Kuwait Turkish Evkaf Finance House begins banking and finance operations on March 31st with
capitalization of TL 15 billion.
1990 Kuwait Turkish receives a gold medal for its contributions to the garment industry. By the decision of
the Shareholders General Assembly, capitalization is increased to TL 30 billion.
1995 In recognition of its contributions to exports, the Turkish Union of Ready-Wear and Garment Exporters
awards Kuwait Turkish a gold medal.
1996 Kuwait Turkish’s real estate development subsidiary, Körfez Real Estate is established.
2000 The Kuwait Turkish branch network reaches 24, with half as many branches being opened as had
been opened in Kuwait Turkish’s entire first decade. The Retail Banking Department is established.
Kuwait Turkish becomes the first interest-free financial institution in Europe to receive ISO 9001-2000
Quality Certification.
2002 Kuwait Turkish becomes the first special finance house to be a member of Visa International. Kuwait
Turkish moves its Istanbul Head Offices from Mecidiyeköy to its current high-tech building in Esentepe.
2003 In order to provide banking services in every corner of Turkey, an agreement is reached with the PTT,
which has almost 1,000 on-line branches.
2004 Sizcard, Turkey’s first and only truly interest-free credit card is launched. The Bank’s first European
Representative Office opens in Munich. The Bank’s capitalization is increased from YTL 95 million to
YTL 199 million.
2005 In recognition of its contributions to interest-free banking in Turkey, KTPB receives an award at the
International Islamic Finance Forum held in Istanbul.
2006 The Bank officially changes its name from Kuveyt Türk Evfak Finans Kurumu A.ﬁ. to Kuveyt Türk Kat›l›m
Banksı˝ A.ﬁ. The US$ 50 million, four-year tenor murabaha syndication credit secured for
GAP Güneydo¤u Textiles is the longest tenor interest-free credit secured from the Gulf Countries for
any Turkish company.
FitchRatings upgrades KTPB’s Individual Rating from D/E to D and the Bank’s AA (-) long-term local
rating to AA (tur). The US$ 200 million murabaha syndication credit KTPB secured from banks in the
Gulf and Europe is a first in Turkey and oversubscribed by US$ 65 million, closing at US$ 200 million,
pointing to the importance of a strong rating.
2007 The international credit rating institution, FitchRatings, when it revised Turkey’s credit rating, also raised
KTPB’s credit rating. FitchRatings increased KTPB’s long-term YTL denominated credit rating from BB+
to BBB- and its short-term YTL denominated rating from B to F3. In another first for a Turkish participation
bank, KTPB introduced FX forward transactions. At its 19th Annual General Shareholders’ Assembly,
the Bank’s shareholders’ capital was increased by 30 percent from YTL 200,188,000 to YTL 260,000,000.
Joining the Istanbul Gold Exchange, it also became the first participation bank to offer its customers
the opportunity to purchase gold by the gram.
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SHAREHOLDING & CAPITAL STRUCTURE CHANGES MADE TO
THE ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION

Kuwait Turkish Participation Bank, Incorporated
Shareholding and Capital Structure

No

Name/Title

Share Percentage
(%)

161,809,805

62.23

1

Kuwait Finance House

2

General Directorate of Foundations Turkey

48,670,084

18.72

3

Kuwait Social Security Institution

23,399,998

9.00

4

Islamic Development Bank

23,399,998

9.00

5

Komaﬂ Kocatepe Modern Retailing, Inc.

6

Other

TOTAL

BÖLÜM 1

Total Share
Value
(YTL)

994,728

0.38

1,725,387

0.66

260,000,000

100

•

With shareholdings of more than 10 percent, Kuwait Finance House and the Turkish General Directorate
of Foundations are considered key shareholders according to the Banking Regulations.

•

The total shareholdings in the Bank of its Chairman of the Board, Members of the Board, Members of
the Board of Auditors, the Chief Executive Officer and Executive Vice Presidents are %0.16.

•

At the Board of Directors meeting held on March 29, 2007, a proposal was drawn up for a change
in Article 7 of the Bank’s Articles of Incorporation, and, at the Shareholders’ General Assembly held
on May 2, 2007, this change calling for the increase in the Bank’s Shareholders’ Equity from YTL
200,188,000 to YTL 260,000,000 was approved. This change was duly reflected in the Articles of
Incorporation, and no other changes were made to the articles in 2007.
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CHAIRMAN’S LETTER
States, the Turkic Republics and North Africa. As of
year-end 2007, KTPB’s non-cash credit portfolio stood
at US$ 1 billion, and this is a business line where the
Bank generates 100 percent volume increases year
after year. The lending emphasis for 2008 will be on
a combination of basic SME financing, SME investment
financing, non-cash credits and arrangement of
syndicated financing.

Dear Shareholders,
Thanks to support from you,
our valued shareholders, our
Bank, which is the largest
Kuwaiti investment in Turkey,
is moving confidently towards
its 20th anniversary, something
which is extremely gratifying
for all of us on the board of
directors who are justly proud of the long history of
close cooperation that has brought us to today’s highly
satisfying level of achievement.

KTPB has the largest home loan financing portfolio of
any participation bank in Turkey, and real estate is a
business line to which we give great importance. Our
real estate investment subsidiary, Körfez Real Estate,
allows us to keep our finger on the pulse of the industry,
and our objective is to grow in two different segments
of the industry: both financing and real estate
development. Our priority is on participating in major,
large-scale projects.

Although internationally, interest-free banking accounts
for assets totaling US$ 500 billion and has a history
stretching 50 years, in Turkey it dates back only 24
years, which gives Kuwait-Turkish Participation Bank’s
18-year heritage a new significance.

Another important opportunity stems from the fact that
there is a significant segment of the Turkish population
that seeks non-interest investments. Encouraging retail
investors in this category to invest in the Istanbul Stock
Exchange could spur major growth in alternative vehicles
or markets of this type. KTPB has acquired an agency
license for the purpose of offering trading services and
is researching offering equity investments in cooperation
with a brokerage house.

Since its founding, our Bank has provided not only
funding for real sector production and investments, but
has also offered a variety of financial instruments not
typically offered by other institutions in the Turkish
interest-free finance industry. This approach has helped
us to establish a reputation as an innovator and
trailblazer for our sector. At the same time that we
have accomplished all this, we have built a track record
of rapid and profitable growth, based on meeting
expectations and satisfying customer needs.

In closing, our confidence in Turkey’s potential and
development continues and is increasing. As KTPB
enters its 20th year, the experience and support of our
parent company, Kuwait Finance House, one of the
largest interest-free institutions not only in the Gulf
Region but internationally, and our other shareholders
will be our guide and compass. We will remain
dedicated to serving Turkey’s dynamic real sector,
providing billions of dollars of financing for investments
to increase competitiveness and spur growth, at the
same time that we provide our retail banking customers
with products and services designed to improve their
lifestyles. KTPB is a strong and trusted brand that is
associated in the international arena and in Turkey
with important projects that add value both to Turkey
and the brand, and, guided by insightful and
experienced management, backed by a team of
dedicated professionals, we will continue the journey
that began back in 1989, moving steadily forward to
achieve our goal of being one of the leading financial
institutions in Turkey.

The journey that began in 1989 with our Head Office
and a single branch today continues with a total of 25
new branches to be opened in 2008. In order to meet
our target of 170 branches by 2010, we are investing
today in human resources and technology for the future.
Moreover, our efforts are not confined by the borders
of Turkey; in 2008 we plan to open a branch in Dubai
that will replicate the successes of our Bahrain branch
by providing Gulf States funds and investors with even
more convenient access to investment opportunities in
Turkey. In Germany, we plan to convert our
representative office to a financial services branch,
serving savers and investors seeking to transfer funds
to Turkey.
By expanding our branch network, focusing on highmargin customers, entrepreneurial Small and Mediumsized Enterprises (SMEs) and credit card issuing, our
objective is to expand KTPB’s share of the retail lending
market. In 2008, we will emphasize SME Banking,
which is targeted to grow to 15 percent of all credits,
and foreign trade and project finance, particularly in
the Gulf States and Turkic Republics of the Caucasus
and Central Asia. By providing contractors operating
in the region with cash and non-cash credits, our aim
is to grow in project finance and to further expand our
international branch network.

Sincerely,

Mohammad S.A.I. Al-Omar
Chairman of the Board

To meet our customers’ financing needs, every year
we secure between US$ 100 and US$ 500 million in
syndication credits. Particularly over the past two years
we have been very actively involved in financing both
foreign trade and construction projects in the Gulf
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CEO’S LETTER
As well as expanding our branch network, thanks to
a combination of building on our already high standards
of service quality and our ability to innovate interestfree financial products, we introduced a succession of
new products. Offering our Participation Account
customers a new level of convenience, we introduced
flexible maturities and, with a thirty-day minimum,
began offering customers the term of their choice on
all accounts denominated in New Turkish Lira (YTL),
US dollars and euros. We also became the first
participation bank to join the Istanbul Gold Exchange
and, leveraging that membership, began gram-based
gold sales, offering gold as an alternative investment
vehicle for retail investors via our branch network.

Dear Shareholders,
Following what was for the
entire banking industry a
profitable year, Kuwait Turkish
Participation Bank (KTPB),
maintained its momentum and
stability, demonstrating the
Bank’s capacity to achieve its long-term objectives.
The support of our partners and shareholders, the
expertise of our management team, our highly qualified
staff and the competitiveness of our branches and Head
Office units made it possible to achieve our ambitious
profitability targets for 2007.

In another first for a Turkish participation bank, we
introduced FX forward transaction. Our aim in doing
this was to better serve our corporate and commercial
customers, particularly importers and exporters, allowing
them to hedge themselves against sudden fluctuations
in exchange rates resulting from economic uncertainty.

KTPB’s year-end profits were up 68 percent on 2006
to 67.1 million YTL, continuing an unbroken record of
profitability that is a testimony to the strength of the
Bank and the soundness of its management. Total assets
were up 31 percent to 3.86 billion YTL, with lending
rising by 30 percent to 2.92 billion YTL. Despite
fluctuations in the international financial markets and
the resulting uncertainty not only in Turkey but also
around the world, the ability of sound financial policies
to secure outstanding results in terms of profitability
makes us confident of our performance in the coming
year.

With our 20th year rapidly approaching, we will
continue to fund production and investment in the real
sector in accordance with our founding objectives and
operating principles. At the same time that we
synchronize our rising service quality and product
range to the competitive climate of the Turkish market,
we will also concentrate, as our principles have always
dictated, on bringing new alternatives to the Turkish
financial sector, whether that be in retail, corporate or
international banking. We will continue to generate
sound growth by remaining true to the driving principles
of our founding philosophy as we build on our solid
banking operations.

Retail lending accounted for 27 percent of total cash
loans in 2007, of which 8 percent were loans to Small
and Medium-sized Enterprises (SMEs). Retail deposits
were up by 47 percent over the previous year, while
net fees and commission income from retail banking
was up by 60 percent. In our corporate and commercial
business, non-cash credits account for 60 percent of
our total portfolio, while net fee and commission income
was 63 percent higher than in 2006. Growth was
driven in part by an increase of 29 percent in active
credit customers over 2006.

Sincerely,

Our global network of correspondent banks includes
148 institutions in a total of 75 countries, 67 of which
were added to our network in 2007. As well as being
the Turkish participation bank with the largest global
correspondent network, we also built on our international
brand and representative offices operations in 2007
and, in the first half of 2008, plan to open our Dubai
branch.

Ufuk Uyan
Chief Executive Officer

The expansion of our branch network not only improved
KTPB’s geographic coverage but also generated
significant employment. As of year-end 2007, our
branch network had expanded to 87, an increase of
nine branches over 2006, and our total staff reached
1,799.

BÖLÜM 1
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AN OVERVIEW OF OPERATIONS

CORPORATE BANKING
60 percent share of these industries in the KTBP non-cash
credits portfolio secured important opportunities for the
Bank in 2007, both domestically and internationally.

In parallel with the steady growth of the Turkish financial
industry in 2007, the KTPB Corporate Banking Sector had
a strong year, successfully meeting its targets and, with
new products introduced in the course of the year,
maintaining its position as a leader in the industry. On the
basis of its customer and sector segmentation strategy, the
Corporate Banking Sector effectively put its funding resources
to work to meet the needs of the real sector, expanding
the range of its operations. At the same time that the cash
credits, non-cash credits, foreign trade financing and other
products offered by the Corporate Banking Sector helped
to meet companies’ funding needs, KTPB also helped to
simplify and rationalize business processes in the industries
it served. In addition, by actively promoting alternative
distribution channels to its customers, the Corporate Banking
Sector reduced costs and contributed to greater productivity
and efficiency.

Maintaining its role as the leading source for new and
innovative interest-free financial products, in 2007 KTPB
introduced FX rate forward transactions. Designed
particularly to meet the needs of the Bank’s many customers
involved in foreign trade, with this new product those
customers now have the ability to hedge themselves against
economic uncertainty and exchange rate fluctuations.
The Corporate Banking Department’s strategic objectives
include expanding the number of small and medium-sized
enterprises (SMEs) in the corporate banking customer
portfolio, increasing per-customer profitability, raising the
share of fee and commission income in total income and
focusing on growth through expansion of the Bank’s noncash credits business. In order to achieve these objectives,
the Department will focus on effective management of its
customer and credits portfolios, cross-selling, concentration
on high quality customers, risk minimization and partnering
multinational companies.

In 2007, non-cash credits accounted for 48 percent of the
total portfolio of corporate and commercial credits.
Corporate and Commercial Banking increased net fee and
commission income by 63 percent over the previous year,
at the same time that the number of active credit customers
rose 55 percent as compared to 2006. Letter of credit
volume rose by 126 percent to US$ 1.214 billion, while
cash credits were up 64 percent to US$ 1.631 billion,
with the Corporate Banking sector accounting for
48 percent of KTPB’s total profit for 2007. With the
construction and contracting industries continuing to be
among the forces driving economic growth in Turkey, the

Due both to its commitment to pro-active marketing and
customer building as well as to its emphasis on cuttingedge financial instruments, the Corporate Banking
Department will continue to be a key contributor to KTPB’s
market standing and profitability.

10
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AN OVERVIEW OF OPERATIONS
SECTORAL BREAKDOWN OF CORPORATE CASH CREDITS
Paper &
Office Supplier
%2

Health & Social
Services
%2

Other
%5

Plastic &
Chemicals
9%

Electric & Electronics
%2
Foodstuffs &
Agricultural Products
13%

Automotive
%7
Forest Products &
Furniture
%4
Mining
4%

Construction &
Contracting
20%

Metal &
Machinery
10%

Textile
22%

SECTORAL BREAKDOWN OF CORPORATE NON-CASH CREDITS
Metal &
Machinery
6%

Health & Social
Services
Plastic &
2%
Chemicals
Other
3%
12%

Electric &
Electronics
2%
Foodstuffs &
Agricultural Products
7%

Textile
8%

Constriction &
Contracting
60%

CREDITS
The Credits Department works in coordination with the
Corporate and Commercial Credits Department, Retail
Banking, other relevant banking units and the branch
network to ensure the quality of KTPB’s assets. The
Department reviews and updates its business processes on
an on-going basis to ensure that its evaluation and company
credit rating procedures are at the forefront of the latest
developments in banking both in Turkey and internationally.

exceeded US$ 1.7 billion, while renewals of existing limits
and limit increases totaled in excess of US$ 6.3 billion.
A total of 3,112 companies applied for a new funding
limit and 65 percent of these applications were approved.
KTPB credit experts apply proven and internationally
accepted methods including customer visits, financial
analysis, intelligence-gathering and reporting, followed by
a complete analysis of the project in question, its redemption
value and viability. The priority the Credits Department
places on the highest standards of due diligence is one of
the reasons that KTPB consistently enjoys one of the highest
credit ratings in the Turkish financial market and recently
had its rating by FitchRatings raised above that of the
sovereign. As in 2007, the Credits Department, in 2008,
will continue to draw on its superior infrastructure and
experienced, professional staff to serve the best interests
of the Bank at the same time that it provides KTPB customers
with fast, responsive, high-quality service.

In 2007, the Credits Department evaluated a total of 5,460
firms, conducting a thorough analysis of the company’s
finances, as well as the business logic behind the investment
for which the placement or line would be used. All
evaluations included a visit or visits to the customer’s
premises, analysis of financials and of the type of investment
for which the requested funding limit would be used.
Roughly 50 percent of the evaluations were positive and
resulted in the renewal of limits for companies that have
existing limits, limit increases or, for new customers,
assignment of a new limit. New limits assigned in 2007
BÖLÜM 1
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RETAIL BANKING
KTPB, from a Retail Banking perspective, had a very strong
year in 2007, including not only notable successes but
also a number of important innovations. Drawing on its
market experience and insight, KTPB both expanded its
branch network and implemented change initiatives that
included the addition of new products designed to meet
shifting customer expectations. With this objective, existing
products and service ranges were modified to better meet
the need both of individual savers and entrepreneurs, with
major strides being made in business lines including deposit
collection, lending, credit cards and alternative distribution
channels.

Entrepreneurs and small businesses were a key segment
in the Retail Banking strategy for 2007. Companies with
annual turnover under YTL 3 million and credit limits not
exceeding US$ 200,000 are classified as Small and
Medium-sized Enterprises (SMEs). The noticeable increase
in credits extended to SMEs and the rise in the total value
of these credits increased the importance of this target
market. Consequently, this also drove an increase in profit
sharing margins. Credits extended to SMEs were up 16
percent in 2007 to 230 YTL million. Rapid growth in the
segment has made it a priority for 2008 with 100 percent
growth being targeted for the year. At present SMEs
account for 8 percent of total credits and their importance
within the retail customer portfolio is increasing steadily,
with growth in this segment expected to continue to be
strong. Another area targeted for aggressive lending growth
is home loans and other real estate credits. As of year-end
2007, retail credits accounted for 32 percent of KTPB’s
total cash credits, of which 8 percent were those extended
to SMEs.

The Retail Banking Sector, both by providing added value
investment and savings tools for retail customers and by
promoting maximal levels of customer satisfaction,
contributed 42 percent of KTPB’s total profitability for the
year. As of year-end 2007, the Retail Banking Sector
(including SME Banking) had collected funds totaling
US$ 1.647 billion, 14 percent above its target of
US$ 1.450 billion. In addition, banking services income
showed extremely satisfying growth with teller service
income for the year totaling YTL 9.5 million.

12
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AN OVERVIEW OF OPERATIONS
US$ 19 million as of year-end. Sizcard offers its target
audience important advantages and, in synchronization
with other Retail Banking Sector products, began being
offered as a value added proposition to customers seeking
to enjoy these advantages. Another important credit card
success story is the Business Sizcard, targeted at SMEs,
which achieved major financial success in 2007. KTPB is
targeting growth primarily in the commercial card segment
and, at the same time that it looks to expand its product
offering, is also focused on the operational business
development of the “Payment Systems Department”
established to handle all credit card operating processes
under one roof. Within the framework of this initiative,
major investments are being made in qualified personnel,
training of existing personnel and technology as part of
the development strategy for this department. The volume
of transactions conducted through KTPB bank machines
and POS credit card acquiring terminals is growing
exponentially, bringing with it a parallel increase in service
quality.

In 2007, retail deposits grew by 13 percent over 2006.
One reason for this was another innovation by KTPB, the
first participation bank to offer customers profit-sharing
accounts with flexible maturities on YTL, US dollar and
euro deposits, allowing customers to select the maturity of
their choice for all deposits over 30 days. Another addition,
in 2007, to the range of relevant and attractive products
KTPB offers borrowers and savers was “Rent Financing”,
which provides important advantages for business owners
facing punishingly high monthly rent payments. Business
owners who apply for “Rent Financing” are able to secure
significant savings by paying the full value of their annual
rent in cash with convenience of then repaying the credit
in easy installments tailored to their cash flow needs.
Gold has consistently been one of the top performing
investment vehicles of recent years, and, thanks to the
Retail Banking Sector’s innovative vision, a number of new
gold trading products have been introduced. KTPB is the
first participation bank to become a member of the Istanbul
Gold Exchange, allowing the Bank to offer its customers
the chance to invest in gold without the risks associated
with physical possession. As a Gold Exchange member,
however, KTPB enjoys significant advantages over its
competitors, because rather than buying and selling shares
in a “gold fund”, customers are able to buy, sell and
conduct other transactions in gold in real time and at
market rates. As an extension of this service, KTPB also
began offering customers GoldChecks, certificates as
valuable as gold and suitable for gifts at weddings and
circumcisions that offer superior protection against loss or
theft. Available for purchase at KTPB branches, these
products have been enthusiastically received by the Bank’s
customer base.

In 2007, the number of KTPB POS terminals installed
reached 9,000, of which 2,500 are mobile POS terminals
and the remainder are desktop units. In order to meet rising
demand from merchants, a total of 173 new POS terminals
were acquired. POS transaction volume of YTL 600 million
is being targeted for 2008. As of year-end 2007, KTPB
had a total of 87 ATMs installed, with a total of 690,000
transactions being conducted by the Bank’s 47,000 ATM
cardholders. ATM service projects implemented in 2007
include: envelope-free cash deposits, credit card payments,
utility bill payments and sale of pre-paid mobile phone
minutes by direct debit. The Retail Banking Sector plans
to leverage the new branches to be opened in 2008 and
make efficient use of KTPB’s existing branch network to
access long-term funds and strengthen its already close
relations with its individual and SME customers to ensure
the continued steady growth and high level of success of
its operating results.

In tandem with the expansion of its branch network, KTPB
is also targeting growth in its credit card business, and
with new features added to its existing card services, is
looking to expand their share of retail credits, a goal
toward which significant progress was made in 2007.
One of the Bank’s most strategically important plastic cards,
the Sizcard, has developed rapidly during the three years
since its introduction, with revenue for 2007 standing at

BÖLÜM 1
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INTERNATIONAL BANKING
The International Banking Sector, in addition to providing
leading private sector companies with the funds they need
to become internationally competitive, draws on KTPB’s
strong financial structure and the support of its largest
shareholder, Kuwait Finance House, to successfully arrange
large-scale international finance transactions, particularly
in its home territory of the Gulf States. KTPB helped make
important contributions to the Turkish economy, playing
an active role in international construction and contracting
credits, particularly in the Gulf Region, also providing a
range of non-cash credits, including letters of credit,
acceptance credits and credits by way of guarantee to
importers and exporters, assisting them with funding and
payments. Thanks to its extensive network of correspondents
and international credit lines, KTPB is an internationally
respected player that puts its strong reputation and contacts
at the service of its clients involved in importing and
exporting. KTPB’s strategically important Bahrain branch,
which had total deposits of US$ 152 million as of 2006,
achieved 38 percent deposit growth in 2007, closing out
the year with deposits of US$ 210 million.

relations, adding 67 new banks to its network, which as
of year-end stood at 148 correspondent institutions in 75
countries around the world. The International Banking
Department is in the process of completing the official
procedures to convert KTPB’s German Representative Office
into a Financial Services Branch, which is expected to
become fully operational in 2008. The International Banking
Department is also seeking to expand the physical growth
of the Bank’s international operations, building on the
success of the Bahrain branch as a vehicle for reaching
Gulf States’ domiciled funds and investors with the opening
of a second Gulf Region branch in Dubai in 2008. The
Department seeks to increase international banking activities
on the part of both companies and individuals and serves
as a coordination center facilitating relations between the
branch network, the operations center and correspondent
banks, providing periodic reports on transactions with
correspondents as well as regularly monitoring information
and document flow. In order to strengthen KTPB’s
international relations, correspondent visits were conducted
throughout the course of the year, with the objective of
signing new correspondent agreements and expanding
existing ones, with projects being developed both for bank
selection and acquiring limits.

In 2007, KTPB maintained its status as the Turkish
participation bank with the largest network of international

14
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Treasury
At the same time that it managed liquidity and market risk
within conservative limits, the Treasury Department exceeded
its profitability targets for the year. With turbulence in the
financial markets of unclear extent and duration, the
Treasury plans to maintain and increase its sensitivity to
risk management issues.

The Department has made important contributions to the
Turkish economy, particularly in dynamic sectors including
energy, manufacturing and construction and, in this context,
organized murabaha syndicated transactions totaling US$
110 million in 2007. The Department is committed to
increasing the quality and quantity of its international
syndications and this year further expanded its market
share by maximizing the natural advantages in accessing
Gulf States investors offered by KTPB’s main shareholder,
Kuwait Finance House, and KTPB’s own Bahrain branch.

The FX risk management products developed by the Treasury
for corporate customers in 2007 are a first among Turkey’s
participation banks. Gold transactions also rose following
KTPB’s membership in the Istanbul Gold Exchange, with
GoldChecks being among the most popular of the products
offered. Among the most exciting of the Treasury’s projects
for 2008 is a system that will allow customers to conduct
equities transactions online.

Offering customers products and services including
murabaha syndications, club transactions and structured
finance transactions, in an increasingly competitive market,
the Investment Banking Department is working to develop
a range of financial structures tailored to meet its customers’
needs and expectations. One of the most exciting of these
new products is “matched murabaha”, which this year
accounted for a significant portion of the Department’s
transaction volume. Particularly attractive as a financing
vehicle for transactions involving Small and Medium-sized
Enterprises (SMEs), this vehicle offers customers a number
of important advantages.

Investment Banking
The KTPB Investment Banking Department has a strong
track record for arranging successful international syndication
credits thanks to its close relations with the international
markets and its extensive industry experience, a performance
that the Department continued in 2007. As in previous
years, the Department once again tapped the Gulf States
markets to arrange a number of financial transactions of
various sizes, making KTPB the partner of choice for a
number of major financial institutions located in the Gulf
Region. The Department’s objective is to increase its
transaction volume on an on-going basis, participating in
a growing number of domestic and international transactions
that allow it to expand its area of operations and maximize
both its existing product line and its cutting-edge investment
banking services.
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FINANCIAL CONTROL
The Kuwait Turkish Participation Bank Financial Control Group is divided into two units: the Accounting and Control
Unit and the Budgeting and Reporting Unit, allowing KTPB to conduct its financial control activities with greater discipline
and within the framework of a more effective system.
The Financial Control Group is responsible for establishing the Bank’s accounting records system, monitoring the proper
functioning of that system and, if necessary, immediately correcting any errors, as well as confirming the accuracy of
all data entering the system from any one of a variety of sources; the data that has been collected and confirmed,
combined with data from other sources, is then used to create an accurate and forward-looking budgeting and reporting
system that serves as a roadmap for the Bank by which progress is measured. The annual objectives and the plans
developed in light of these objectives are clearly communicated to the branches and operating units. At least once a
month, these plans are reviewed and if there are any deviations from them, the reasons for these deviations are identified
and solutions developed, and, on the basis of these reviews, performance measurements are conducted. In addition to
this, the Financial Control Group also provides both internal and external reporting.
Accounting & Control
The Accounting & Control Unit consists of two sub-divisions, General Accounting and Financial Control.
The Accounting & Control Unit consists of two sub-divisions, General Accounting and Financial Control. The primary
function of the Financial Control Unit is ensuring that the Bank has an adequate and secure accounting infrastructure,
expanding and refining this infrastructure as necessary. Additionally, it is responsible for ensuring that all transactions
are accurately recorded in the unified accounting system through daily, weekly and monthly spot-checks that, by
immediately identifying errors, ensure that both internal and external reports are prepared using correct and reliable
data.
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Another important function of Financial Control is daily
monitoring and analysis of the Bank’s revenues and
expenses, as well as calculating unit values and profit
shares and ensuring that these are accurately reflected in
customers’ accounts.

is a vital tool that is designed to allow the Bank to see the
profits and losses of each individual branch, allowing them
to be managed in accordance with KTPB’s primary strategic
objectives, as well as monitoring their performance on a
consolidated basis.

As well as being responsible for the development and
expansion of existing controls and for creating new control
points, another of its responsibilities is to meet other
divisions’ requests for new accounting infrastructure or to
provide accounting infrastructure for new products.

The branch current account system to be implemented in
2008 will make it possible to monitor branch performance
on a real-time basis. Additionally, the new budgeting
program to be purchased in 2008 will introduce a new
level of flexibility to the budget preparation process as
well as making it possible, for a variety of purposes, to
compare the budget with the actual results achieved.
Moreover, the new budgeting program will make it possible
to compare branch and operating unit expenses
instantaneously on a detailed basis, allowing spending to
be brought under control and over-budget expenditures to
be eliminated.

General Accounting, on the other hand, is essentially
responsible for the following functions: to monitor the
Bank’s tax and other similar obligations and ensure that
these are met, to handle payments of invoices for goods
and services purchased by the Bank, attributing general
overhead to the relevant departments and to make payment
of expenses, travel allowances and advances to Head
Office employees and to monitor these, to record fixed
assets, value them, depreciate them, and handle redemptions
and sales, as well as to conduct transactions for subsidiaries
and assets being sold, and, along with reconciliations of
general accounts, to monitor and conduct reconciliation
of transactions conducted with the Bank’s international
correspondents.

In reporting terms, the Financial Control Group’s reports
can be divided into two fundamental categories, namely
Internal Reporting and External Reporting, which are
categorized as follows:
Internal Reports are prepared for shareholders, senior
management and other units, branches and departments.
Some reports are generated automatically on a daily basis
by the core banking system, or can even be tracked in
real-time; while others that require additional data are
custom prepared by the unit. These reports include weekly,
monthly, quarterly and yearly reports, with some examples
of the reports the unit produces being: a weekly report for
the Assets & Liabilities Committee, monthly Profit & Loss
Statement and Balance Sheet, monthly branch and sector
performance reports, as well as market position reports
comparing KTPB to other participation banks and
conventional banks. In addition to these periodic reports,
the Unit also prepares a number of special purpose and
one-time-only reports on request throughout the course of
the year.

The Accounting & Control Unit is in charge of finding
solutions for issues related to accounting practices raised
by branches and Head Office units, making
recommendations to users and, as required, for providing
training.
In addition, it is responsible for coordinating internal and
external auditing procedures, providing information to the
auditors and preparing information and documentation as
required.
These services are provided by the Accounting & Control
Units staff of 20 experienced bankers. In 2008, the Unit’s
objective is to emphasize training and to increase
productivity, offering even higher levels of service and
effectiveness.

External Reports include periodic reports prepared for
official bodies such as the Banking Regulation and
Supervision Agency (BRSA), the Central Bank, the Treasury
Undersecretariat, the Savings Deposit Insurance Fund and
the Participation Banks Union, as well as other ad hoc
reports requested by these and other similar bodies.
Approximately 70 different reports, with periodicities
ranging from daily and weekly to monthly, quarterly and
annual, are prepared for the BRSA, and, as the institutions
that direct the financial markets, the Central Bank and
Treasury Undersecretariat also review a significant number
of reports. Reports are also prepared for the Participation
Banks Union, the Deposit Insurance Fund, and various
other organizations.

Budgeting & Reporting
One of the factors that make the Financial Control Group
of such strategic importance is its responsibility for budgeting.
The importance of budgeting, particularly in terms of
management information and monitoring, has grown in
parallel with the continuous expansion in the KTPB branch
network, as well as in the Bank’s balance sheet. The KTPB
budgeting process is designed to use modeling of scenarios
based on possible future events to ensure that the Bank’s
operations are proactive, productive and sound. The
forward-looking and scenario-based budgeting process
impacts every aspect of the Bank’s business from its funding
policy to every other transaction conducted. The budget
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AUDIT AND RISK MANAGEMENT
Risk Management and Treasury Middle Office Department
Risk Management procedures at KTPB are the responsibility of the Audit and Risk Committee, which reports to the
Board of Directors, and are divided into Risk Management and Treasury Middle Office activities and Risk Management
Policies. The activities of the Risk Management and Treasury Middle Office Department consist of ensuring application
of Banking Regulation and Supervision Agency (BRSA) regulations and KTPB Risk Management Policies, established
within the framework of the Regulation on Internal Systems and analysis and evaluation of the risks inherent in new
products, business processes and key risk and performance indicators. Risk analysis and evaluation is done under
the headings: Credit Risk, Operational Risk and Market Risk. Additionally, Liquidity Risk, Strategic Risk and Reputational
Risk are closely monitored by the KTPB Risk Management System.
The Risk Management and Treasury Middle Office Department operates with a director and a staff of five experts.
The top priority for the Risk Management and Treasury Middle Office Department in 2007 was KTPB’s transition to
the BASEL II standards. Within this framework, a project was undertaken for the acquisition of an integrated risk
management software package that would meet the risk management requirements of BASEL II. Along with this,
again within the framework of BASEL II, efforts were undertaken in conjunction with the Financial Analysis and
Corporate Credits Departments to establish a corporate credits rating system. The Risk Management and Treasury
Middle Office Department also played a key role in establishing the infrastructure for the calculation of Credit Risk
with Advanced Methods. Another of Risk Management’s important achievements in 2007 was its successful performance
in the Quantitative Impact Study (QIS-TR2) Project organized by the BRSA. By means of this report, an analysis was
made of the Bank’s credit database and preparations and findings regarding the requirement at KTPB for a database
in line with the requirements of BASEL II were undertaken.
The Department closely monitors both the Turkish and international literature on risk management, as well as all
BRSA regulations and publications. Parallel to this, the Department organizes a variety of risk management training
programs for different groups within the Bank with the aim of institutionalizing risk awareness.
The Risk Management Department prepares separate Credit Risk, Market and Liquidity Risk and Operational Risk
Reports for the Audit Committee.
Market risk at KTPB derives from the FX, gold, equities and derivatives transactions conducted on the banking and
trading accounts managed by the Treasury Department. KTPB’s market risk reports are prepared in the format required
by the BRSA using the Standard Method and submitted to the BRSA on a monthly basis.
Sources of risk, other than Treasury transactions, namely liquidity risk and interest rate risk are tracked and monitored
using the reports submitted to the BRSA.
In parallel with the Bank’s objective of working to the highest international standards and providing superior quality
service, a Treasury Middle Office Department has been established within the Risk Management Department.
Established on April 1, 2007, the Treasury Middle Office Department began operations in the beginning of June
after the appointment of qualified personnel. Among its primary functions are providing independent checking of
reports concerning the Treasury Department, ensuring, on the behalf of the Board of Directors, that transactions
conducted by the Treasury fall within the limits set by the Board, confirming that Treasury transactions are in conformity
with market prices, conducting limit related projects in conjunction with the other relevant units and preparing periodic
reports along with them, as well as tracking Market Risk.

Within the Framework of Management of Operational Risk:
• A variety of presentations and surveys have been conducted both to identify the KTPB operational risk
profile and build risk awareness
• A project has been implemented to establish an operational loss database in order to move to Advanced
Measurement Approaches (AMA)
• Work undertaken through committees that have been established or are to be established regarding
Emergency Situation Plans, Business Continuity Planning and Disaster Recovery Plans at KTPB
• A Self-Assessment of IT Risks
• Identification and monitoring of Key Risk Indicators (KRI).
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Audit and Inspection Department

The Audit and Inspection Department is responsible for evaluating the effectiveness and development of the
Bank’s risk management, control and governance processes within the framework of a disciplined and systematic
perspective. The Audit and Inspection Department assists in ensuring that the Bank achieves its objectives by
implementing a careful and systematic compliance and financial audit process that covers all areas of operations
and units.
The Audit and Inspection Department, organizationally, is tied to the Audit and Risk Committee, which is
responsible for Internal Systems, through the Chief Audit and Risk Officer, and reports to the Audit Committee
on a periodic basis. The staff of the Audit and Inspection Department consists of a team of 22, including a
Head, 3 Senior Inspectors, 1 Information Technologies Inspector, 5 Certified Assistant Inspectors and 12
Assistant Inspectors.
The risk-based audit plan is prepared on an annual basis, taking into account special inquiries, the provision
of consultancy services, as well as training programs. At this stage, a risk matrix is prepared on the basis of
an evaluation of operating and control risks that includes unit managers as well as subsidiaries subject to
consolidation. After approval by the Audit and Risk Committee and approval by the Board of Directors, the
audit plan is put into implementation. There are four different types of audit: Branch Network Audits, Head
Office Unit Audits, Subsidiary Audits and Information Technologies Audits. A project-based approach is taken
in terms not only of business development but also strategy, standards and methodology. In 2007, the Audit
and Inspection Department completed its schedule of internal audits as planned, and additionally carried out
investigations and administrative inquires as required. Within this framework, activity reports were submitted
to the Audit Committee and the Board of Directors on a quarterly basis.
Finalized audit reports, along with their executive summaries are submitted to the Bank’s Senior Management,
while executive summaries of the reports are distributed to the Audit Committee and the Audit and Risk
Committee. Inspectors monitor the corrective measures implemented within the framework of their reports and,
as necessary, make progress reports to the Audit and Inspection Department.
The Audit and Inspection Department takes a risk-focused approach to its operations and, in managing
operational risks and credit risk, plays a key role in ensuring that the Bank’s activities are in accordance with
both internal and external regulations as well as in improving both efficiency and service quality.
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Internal Control Department
The Internal Control Department was established to design, apply, manage and monitor internal control activities
and report the results to KTPB management in order to ensure that KTPB’s operations are in accordance with internal
and external regulations. In 2007, the Department applied a mixed strategy to expand control and risk consciousness
within the Bank, using a combination of central control, monitoring and on-site control. Within this framework,
whether via central or on-site control, the risk-focused evaluations conducted at the branches and Head Office
departments fostered an improvement in the audit environment. Through central control, regulations and risk-bearing
activities are monitored continuously; work procedures and new products are evaluated from a risk perspective,
taking an active role in completing and fixing transaction execution procedures and job descriptions.
Within the 2007 annual control program, on-site controls were carried out in 55 branches and 3 Head Office
departments. Whether as a part of on-site and/or central controls, the findings, opinions and recommendations
generated by internal control activities are first shared and evaluated with the process-owner responsible for the
operations and then reported to senior management of KTPB in one of variety of formats on the basis of the risk
they entail, their importance and whether or not preventative or corrective action is required. For 2008, the aim is
to carry out risk-based central and on-site controls, as planned in the annual audit schedule, in branches and Head
Office departments.
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Compliance Department
The Compliance Department was established as a separate entity in December 2007, its responsibilities for
ensuring that the Bank and its subsidiaries subject to consolidation establish a Compliance Policy in conformity
with the existing structure and that this operates in an effective, adequate and suitable fashion, having previously
been handled within the scope of the Internal Audit Department. The Compliance Department is also responsible
for establishing and developing standards regarding Compliance Policy, as well as for conducting compliance
audits within the framework of Article 18 of the Directive Concerning Banks’ Internal Systems.
The Department is responsible for charging personnel at the Bank’s international branches and subsidiaries
subject to consolidation while monitoring changes in the relevant regulatory environments as well as ensuring
compliance; these staff report directly to the Regulation and Compliance Department.
The Compliance Department has two primary functions:
The primary objective of the Regulatory function is:
To track regulatory developments and make the required announcements
To advise branches and Head Office departments on legal and regulatory issues
To provide the relevant departments with support in preparing internal and external publications
To identify precautions that can be taken to prevent actions in conflict with legal regulations and
to take the lead in making the necessary changes to internal regulations
To ensure the preparation of training programs required by legal regulations
The primary objective of the Compliance function is:
To ensure that all activities conducted or planned to be conducted by the Bank, as well as all new
transactions and products, are in compliance with legal regulations, internal policies and regulations
and banking practices
To report to the relevant authorities regarding monitoring of regulatory compliance
To monitor that work plans established on the basis of reports by external auditors are implemented
The Compliance Department reports to the Audit and Risk Committee through the Chief Audit and Risk Officer.
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OPERATION, TECHNOLOGY AND ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES
Operations Center
The Operations Center conducts all operational transactions for the corporate, retail and international banking
groups and, within this framework implements process management projects to improve efficiency and works
to ensure that business processes are supported by technological infrastructure and effective systems integration.
The Operations Center expands its functional structure in parallel with KTPB’s constantly rising transaction
volume, and the objective of the Center’s team of experts and professional work flow is to provide customers
with superior, uninterrupted, efficient service. At the same time that the Center maintains its high quality service,
it also constantly seeks cost saving solutions.

Transaction volumes at the Operations Center were up by 17.25 percent in 2007. Foreign Trade transactions
increased 50.69 percent, Credit Operations 19.28 percent, Treasury Back Office transactions 16.55 percent,
Cash Management transactions 14.28 percent and Clearing transactions 16.68 percent. Transaction errors
were reduced to 0.14 percent in FX transactions and 0.66 percent in Fund Utilization transactions. Transactions
completed within one hour of receipt stood at 86 percent for Fund Utilization transactions and 93 percent for
FX transactions.

The Operations Center had an extremely active year in human resources and training terms, with both written
and visual materials as well as the documents on the KTPB intranet organized to be easily and quickly accessible
to all operations staff. In addition, based on needs analysis assessment, 70 percent of branch operations staff
received off-site training and all staff participated in three training programs via e-learning. During the course
of the year, staff also took part in in-branch training programs and tellers were given courtesy and friendliness
training. The Foreign Trade Unit provided Basic Foreign Trade Training to the retail sales team as a part of
the Bank’s strategy of targeting SMEs and also offered Foreign Trade Seminars to all Branch Managers and
Corporate Sales teams as part of KTPB’s efforts to increase Foreign Trade transaction volume. The Operations
Center also began a personnel development program designed to provide qualified operations personnel for
the Fund Utilization and Foreign Trade Units both at new and existing branches as dictated by business volumes.
The Branch Coordination Team and Operations Center Unit Directors visited all KTPB branches in order to
assess branch needs and requirements and begin developing solutions for those. Additionally, Operations
Center Units undertook an infrastructure redesign targeting an increase in revenue generating features and
began providing information and advisory services on foreign trade technical and regulatory issues regarding
the Funding Limit allocation process, with the FX unit being particularly active in this respect.
As a reflection of the Bank’s commitment to producing customer-centric solutions, a “Customer Satisfaction Unit”
was established at the KTPB Call Center in 2007 to collect and design solutions for customer comments,
complaints and suggestions. The Customer Satisfaction Unit quickly and conscientiously responds to all customer
comments, complaints and suggestions, logging them in its records, and works with the responsible parties to
generate solutions that, in turn, lead to improved customer satisfaction. The Customer Satisfaction Unit’s
fundamental principle is that a satisfied customer is a loyal customer, whose satisfaction radiates to those around
them, generating long-term preference among potential customers. From the instant a Customer Complaint and
Suggestion Entry is made into the Request Management System (Spectra), the entire process can be monitored
minute-by-minute and fully reported to the relevant departments and customers.
With the implementation of VOIP telecommunications infrastructure in 2007, calls to KTPB branches are
automatically diverted to the call center, with the result that calls that can be handled directly by the Call Center
are not routed back to the branch. In the event that the customer’s call does need to be transferred to the branch,
the Call Center employee connects the call directly to the relevant member of the branch staff.
In 2007, banking transactions conducted by the Call Center were up 60.70 percent, with a 30 percent increase
in the value of the transactions. Received calls increased by 12.30 percent over 2006 and resolved calls rose
by 41.45 percent. The KTPB Call Center took on POS and ATM support functions, as well as beginning
telemarketing operations, an area where the Center plans to be more active in the future.
22
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As a part of the Document Management System, scanned images of guarantees posted by clients, including checks,
bills and the like are sent to the Operations Center where they are evaluated by the Center’s Data Entry team before
being entered into the system. Also, submission of answers to inquiry and evaluation documents from official bodies
as well as periodic statements provided to the Ministry of Finance have been transferred from the Retail Banking Sector
to the Operations Center.

Customer documents submitted for collection as well as FX-denominated checks issued on other banks are put into
collection only after submission to the Operations Center’s Clearing Service, thus centralizing the customer bill and FX
check workload. As required by article 711/3, systematic infrastructure was established for processing customers’ stop
payment orders; this was done working in coordination with the Retail Product Development Unit and, as of year-end,
this system had produced an increase in branch commission income.
With the aim of improving workflows at the branches, a card-based system was installed on KTPB’s Q-MATIC queuing
control system, and screens allowing branch workload and capacity measurement to be conducted using the system
were added to the banking menus. Branch operational ratings reflecting branches’ performance in areas including
customer satisfaction, cost, risk, speed, quality, capacity, efficiency and improvement have begun to be distributed to
the branches. Errors and deficiencies indicated in Audit and Internal Control branch reports are sent to the relevant
branch personnel via Spectra along with instructions for remedial steps to be taken. An “Employee of the Month” is
selected on the basis of speed and accuracy from among branch and Operations Center staff and then announced on
the KTPB HR Portal. Branches were sent training notes on operational subjects and in-branch training and professional
development seminars on subjects like foreign trade, credits, current account transactions, banking law and letters of
credit were held in coordination with the Human Resources Department.

After reviewing KTPB’s insurance practices, a study regarding the insuring of its projects and security by the Bank was
conducted and put into practice. All project documents regarding Foreign Trade and Credit Operations have begun
being archived in the Document Management System and displayed in conjunction with the relevant project entry.

In recognition of their achievement of a 96 percent accuracy rating in Straight-through Processing (STP) of international
money transfers they handled, the KTPB International Transactions/FX Unit was honored with a quality achievement
award from Citibank.
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Information Technology
The Information Technology Department continued to expand KTPB’s banking automation processes with applications
effectively employing the latest technological innovations. The Department focused on projects designed to move
IT from being merely a support service to being a key factor in assisting the Bank to achieve its strategic objectives.
Within this framework, emphasis was placed on solutions that improved the effectiveness and efficiency of business
processes, focusing on solutions designed to improve KTPB’s competitive advantage.
In addition to small and medium-sized development projects carried out regularly to meet the needs of the Bank’s
automation system, 44 major projects were completed in 2007 and 10 were brought to the beta-testing stage.
Among the most important of the projects completed in 2007 were:
Corporate Content Management: In 2007, in keeping with the IT Department’s vision of minimizing paper
consumption, development of electronic document management systems and their implementation into the Bank’s
business processes was accelerated, with documents being sent from the branches to the Head Office in electronic
form and archived electronically.
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Customer Focused Systems: As a part of the implementation of the Customer Relations Management (CRM) System,
Customer and Product Productivity systems were prepared and, by calculating customer profitability levels, an
added competitive advantage was secured by making it possible to offer consumers customized packages of
products and services. Additionally, thanks to the portfolio management system developed for sales representatives,
a measurable improvement was achieved in customer relations management.
New Banking Products and Services: Technological infrastructure and automation services were developed for
the new banking products and services introduced in 2007. Examples include: GoldChecks, Mortgages, Istanbul
Gold Exchange Transactions, Rent Financing, the Decreasing Profit Share System, Utility Bill Collection System
and updating of the ATM System.
Customer Complaint Tracking System: Customer satisfaction was increased with the development of a system
that allows the central logging of all customer requests and complaints, as well as forwarding them to the relevant
unit and facilitating follow-up.
7/24 Helpdesk Application: The Helpdesk application, designed by the IT Unit to assist KTPB personnel in using
banking automation systems and technology, was updated to provide service 24 hours a day and seven days a
week at the same time that the support personnel headcount was increased to reflect the overall increase in Bank
personnel.
Replacement of Main Banking System Servers and Branch Network Cabling: The servers used to operate the
Banking Automation System and the network cables connecting the Head Office and branch network were
evaluated in light of increasing traffic and upgraded to higher capacity before this issue reached critical and
potentially harmful levels, allowing KTPB to provide its customers with faster, more reliable service.
The Information Technology Department provides KTPB’s business units with services designed to develop their
business processes and improve their competitive advantage; as part of the Department’s vision of technological
leadership, it places the utmost emphasis on on-site training and working with the most qualified personnel,
ensuring that its technology development processes are in line both with market conditions and the latest technology,
keeping KTPB at the cutting-edge.
Efforts to increase compliance of KTPB’s IT processes to the highest international management standards continued
in 2007 with necessary processes and procedures being updated.
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Administrative Services
In 2007, KTPB opened nine new branches, bringing its branch network to a total of 87. The new branches,
featuring the new KTPB branch concept, were opened in the Istanbul districts of Esenler, Bayrampaﬂa Mega Center,
Sultanbeyli, Ihlamurkuyu and Tuzla, the Sincan district of the Turkish capital Ankara, the Nilüfer district of the
major manufacturing center Bursa and the Anatolian cities of Adapazar› and Kahramanmaraﬂ. In 2007, two
Istanbul branches, Osmanbey and Laleli and branches in four Anatolian cities, Afyon, Aziziye, Isparta and Manisa,
were redesigned to meet the full range of customer needs in accordance with the new KTPB branch concept.
As a part of the Administrative Services Department’s effective cost management policy, in addition to the 12
locations, including the Head Office and Operations Center, already connected to the KTPB VIOP network, in
2007 an additional 33 branches were brought on-net. In this fashion, calls coming to these branches are directly
routed to the KTPB call center, increasing the effectiveness of the call center while simultaneously reducing the
telephone and workload on these branches resulting from routine retail banking customer queries. Moreover, as
a part of this system, the communications infrastructure at 44 branches was connected off-net via the backbone
of a contracted alternative telecommunications provider. As a result of the on-net component of the VOIP project,
telephone communication costs have been reduced by approximately 30 percent at locations where the system
is installed, while also securing no-cost communication between these locations. Cost savings at locations in the
off-net component of the project average 15 percent.
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In 2007, the Administrative Services Department implemented a project whereby all internal requests from branches
and Head Office departments are submitted and monitored by the automated KTPB Request Management System.
This program simplifies the routing of requests to the proper service unit and relevant individual and generates
substantial time savings in the supply and solution process. As a result of this system, which was designed to
improve service quality and ensure that internal customer requests are fulfilled in an accurate, problem-free and
interactive fashion, all department and branch service requests are tracked using the Administrative Services
Request Management System (Spectra).
One of the most important projects of 2007 was making it possible for the security cameras at all KTPB branches
to be monitored from a single location. The implementation of this project means that all branches are monitored
by the Head Office Security Center around the clock, making immediate intervention possible.
In the Mobile Banking and GPRS applications project, working in conjunction with the Information Technology
(IT) Department and IT consultants, a Mobile Banking Service Provision and Infrastructure Installation has been
signed with Turkey’s largest mobile communications provider and the PDA supply phase has been completed.
These types of technological investments and devices are used in every part of life and provide not only significant
time savings but also substantial competitive advantage and, in synchronization with banking applications, will
continue to generate new opportunities.
All purchases of fixtures and equipment to meet the Bank’s needs, in addition to being subject to significant
discounts, were also made via leasing at more than acceptable funding costs. The VAT advantage secured in this
fashion generated a significant savings for the Bank.
The implementation process for the modern archiving system introduced at KTPB’s branches was successfully
completed, and branch personnel received both theoretical and applied training in the use of the system.
With the completion of the program integrating the Administrative Services Correspondence Service into the Filenet
system, transmission and circulation of high level documents is now conducted in a digitally recorded and monitored
environment.
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and Economics. Starting his professional life as an
assistant specialist at Imperial Chemical Industries in
Pakistan, Qarni served at various levels in the National
Development Finance Corporation of Pakistan,
eventually being promoted to the Vice Presidency.
Appointed as Islamic Development Bank Project Capital
Officer in 1996, Qarni has been a member of the
Board of Directors of Kuwait Turkish Participation Bank
since 2003.

A graduate of the Physics-Chemistry Department of
Trabzon Fatih Institute of Education, he started his
professional life at the Real Estate Office of the Trabzon
Regional Directorate of Foundations, later working at
the Istanbul Regional Director of Foundations, Istanbul
Regional Director of Real Estate and Revenue, and in
the Istanbul Metropolitan Municipality Directorate of
Real Estate, he served as member of the Board of
Directors at Kiptaﬂ A.ﬁ. and Halk Ekmek A.ﬁ.
successively. Working as Department Director and
Assistant General Manager at the General Directorate
of Foundations since 2005, Kenan Karadeniz has
been a Member of the Board of Directors of Kuwait
Turkish Participation Bank since 2006.
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Khaled N. Al Fouzan
Member of the Board and the Audit
Committee

Fawaz Al Saleh
Member of the Board
A graduate of the Business Administration-Economics
Department of McAlester College in the USA. Joining
Kuwait Turkish Participation Bank as a member of the
Fund Management Department in 1996, Al Saleh
served as Deputy General Manager of Kuwait Turkish
Participation Bank between the years 2001-2006. He
was appointed a Member of the Board of Directors
in October 2006 and also serves as the president of
Kuwait Finance House’s Turkey Office.

A graduate of the Kuwait University Business
Administration Department, Al Fouzan entered
professional life at Kuwait Commercial Bank, later
working as Director of Participations at the Kuwait
Social Security Institution for 6 years. Appointed as
Manager of the Banking Department in 1984, Al
Fouzan continued his career at the Social Security
Institution after 2004 as the Assistant General Manager
for Finance & Management. Al Fouzan has served as
Member of the Board of Directors at Kuwait Turkish
Participation Bank since August 2006 in addition to
serving on the Audit Committee.

Ufuk Uyan
Chief Executive Officer and
Member of the Board

Shaheen Hamad
Abdulwahab Al Ghanem
Member of the Board

A graduate of the Bosphorus University Department
of Economics, he also received a master’s degree
from the Business Administration Department of the
same university. After starting his professional life as
a Research Assistant at the Bosphorus University
Department of Economics, he later served as a research
economist at the Turkish Industrial Development Bank
(Türkiye S›nai Kalk›nma Bankas›), Directorate of Special
Research. Uyan joined Kuwait Turkish as the Director
of Projects and Investments in 1989. Appointed
Assistant General Manager in 1993, Uyan has served
as Chief Executive Officer and Member of the Board
of Directors since 1999.

A graduate of the Kuwait University Department of
Economic and Political Sciences, he entered
professional life as Chief Accountant at the Kuwait
National Gas Company in 1989. After working in
leading investment firms in the Gulf Region, he served
as Manager of the Financial Control Department at
Kuwait Finance House in 2001. Al Ghanem has been
a Member of the Board of Directors at Kuwait Turkish
Participation Bank since 2006 as well as serving on
the Audit Committee.
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SENIOR MANAGEMENT

From left to right
Bilal Say›n Chief Credit Officer, Credits
Hüseyin Cevdet Y›lmaz Chief Audit and Risk Officer
Ahmet Karaca Chief Financial Officer, Financial Control
Ufuk Uyan CEO
R. Ahmet Albayrak Executive Vice President, Operations, Technology and Administrative Services
Ahmet Süleyman Karakaya Executive Vice President, Corporate and Commercial Banking
‹rfan Y›lmaz Executive Vice President, Retail Banking
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SENIOR MANAGEMENT AND AUDITORS
Ufuk Uyan Chief Executive Officer and Member
of the Board

R. Ahmet Albayrak Executive Vice President, Operations,
Technology and Administrative Services

A graduate of the Bosphorus University Department of
Economics, he also received a master’s degree from the
Business Administration Department of the same university.
After starting his professional life as a Research Assistant at
the Bosphorus University Department of Economics, he later
served as a research economist at the Turkish Industrial
Development Bank (Türkiye S›nai Kalk›nma Bankas›),
Directorate of Special Research. Uyan joined Kuwait Turkish
as the Director of Projects and Investments in 1989. Appointed
Assistant General Manager in 1993, Uyan has served as
Chief Executive Officer and Member of the Board of Directors
since 1999.

A graduate of the Istanbul University Industrial Department
of Engineering, he received a master’s degree in
Organizational Leadership and Business Administration from
the University of North Carolina, USA. Joining Kuwait Turkish
Participation Bank in 1994, he served in the Financial
Analysis and Marketing units until 1996. Continuing his
career in various firms as consultant, Member of the Board
of Directors and Managing Director, Albayrak returned to
Kuwait Turkish in 2002 as Deputy Assistant General Manager
Responsible for Branch Operations. He was appointed
Executive Vice President responsible for Operations,
Technology, and Administrative Services in 2005. In 2007,
Albayrak completed his dissertation in Business Administration
at Istanbul Technical University and was awarded his
doctorate.

Hüseyin Cevdet Y›lmaz Chief Audit and Risk Officer
A graduate of the Bosphorus University School of Economics
and Administrative Sciences, Department of Business
Administration, he started his career in banking as an Assistant
Auditor in the Esbank Audit Committee’s Office in March
1991. After serving in various positions within this
organization, he joined Kuwait Turkish in September 2000
as Manager of the Audit Committee. Appointed in 2002 as
the Assistant General Manager responsible for Internal Audit
and Risk Management Systems, Y›lmaz has served as Chief
Risk Officer responsible for Audit and Risk since 2003.
Ahmet Karaca Chief Financial Officer, Financial Control
A graduate of the Ankara University School of Political
Science, Department of Public Administration, he received
a master’s degree from the New York State University
Department of Economics. He did his thesis work on
International Banking and Capital Markets. Having started
his career as Assistant Certified Bank Auditor at the Turkish
Treasury, he last held the position of Chief Certified Bank
Auditor at the Banking Regulation and Supervision Agency
(BRSA) before joining Kuwait Turkish in 2006 as the Chief
Financial Officer responsible for Financial Control.
Ahmet Süleyman Karakaya Executive Vice President,
Corporate and Commercial Banking
A graduate of the Istanbul University School of Economics,
Department of Business Administration and Finance, he
started his banking career as an auditor at Garanti Bank;
Karakaya then worked as Director of Risk Management,
Credits Manager, and Regional Manager at the same bank.
He has held the position of Executive Vice President responsible
for Corporate and Commercial Banking at Kuwait Turkish
since 2003.
Bilal Say›n Chief Credit Officer, Credits
A graduate of the Middle East Technical University Public
Administration Department, he started his banking career in
1990 at Albaraka Türk, Say›n joined Kuwait Turkish as
Supervisor in 1995 and worked in the Projects and Investment
Office. Appointed as Fund Allocation Management Director
in 1999, he has continued to serve as Chief Credit Officer
responsible for Credits since 2003.
‹rfan Y›lmaz Executive Vice President, Retail Banking
A graduate of the Istanbul Technical University School of
Business Administration, Department of Management
Engineering, he started his banking career at the Office of
Financial Affairs at Kuwait Turkish in 1990. Y›lmaz was
promoted to Audit Committee Chairman in 1998 and became
Director of Retail Banking in 2000. He was appointed
Executive Vice President responsible for Retail Banking in
2005.
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AUDITORS
Ayhan Bayram Member of the Board of Auditors
Born in Niksar in 1966, he graduated from the Sivas
Cumhuriyet University, Tokat School of Agriculture Vocational
High School Accounting program. In 2002 he graduated
from the Anadolu University Faculty of Management. From
1991 – 1993 he served as Personnel Director at several
private sector companies. In 1993, he was appointed Chief
Accountant of the Tokat Baﬂçiftlik Municipality, a position in
which he served through 2005. In the same year, he was
appointed Assistant Regional Director of the Ankara
Foundations Regional Directorate of the Turkish Directorate
of Foundations. In 2008 he was appointed a Member of
the Board of Auditors to fill the seat left vacant by Prof. Dr.
Sabahattin Zaim.
Güven Obal› Member of the Board of Auditors
Born in Konya in 1943, he graduated from the Ankara
University Faculty of Political Science in 1964. In the same
year he passed the Ministry of Finance’s Assistant Auditor’s
exam and in 1967 passed the Auditor’s exam, taking the
title of Auditor. From 1971 – 1972 he was based in Germany,
working to adapt the Value Added Law to Turkey. Resigning
from his position at the Ministry of Finance in 1975, he took
a position at the Turkish Industrial Development Bank,
Incorporated, where he served in various executive capacities
before retiring in 1994.
Ömer As›m Özgözükara Member of the Board of
Auditors
Born in Gaziantep in 1942, he is a graduate of the Ankara
University Faculty of Political Science. In 1998, he served
as a Chartered Accountant at Koza Chartered Accountants
and has been a member of the Board of Auditors of Kuwait
Turkish Participation Bank, Incorporated since 1998.

EXECUTIVES ACTIVE IN INTERNAL OPERATIONS & COMMITTEES REPORTING
TO THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS AND AUXILLIARY COMMITTEES
Management of Audit and Risk Systems
Date of
Appointment Education

Name

Position

Adnan Ertem

Member of the Board

18.10.2002

Doctorate

Azfar Hussain Qarni

Member of the Board

23.05.2003

Masters

Member of the Board

02.08.2006

University

Al Ganem

Member of the Board

18.12.2006

University

Hüseyin Cevdet Y›lmaz

Chief Audit and Risk Officer

25.07.2002

University

Bahattin Akça

Chairman of the Board of Internal Auditors

01.08.2007

University

Tamer Selçuk Durman

Head of Risk Management and Internal Control 25.07.2002

University

Fad›l Ulu›ﬂ›k

Acting Head of Internal Control

01.12.2007

Masters

Vefa Okan Ar›k

Acting Head of Compliance

01.12.2007

University

Khaled Nasser Abdulaziz
Al Fouzan
Shaheen Hamad Abdulwahab

Board of Directors Auxiliary Committees;
Internal Systems Committees;

Audit Committee

Position

Date of
Appointment

Azfar Hussain Qarni

Member of the Board

26.10.2006

Masters

Khaled Nasser Abdulaziz Al Fouzan

Member of the Board

26.10.2006

University

Name

Education

Duties and Responsibilities:
To regularly receive and monitor reports from the Internal Control, Internal Audit and Risk Management
Systems units and independent auditors regarding the execution of their duties.
To notify the Board of Directors of any issues that could negatively impact the continuity and security
of the Bank’s operations or of any issues that are in contravention of either legal regulations or internal
policy.
To inform the Board of Directors, not less than semi-annually, on the basis of its activities, of its views
regarding any precautions that must be taken at the Bank, any steps that must be implemented and
any other issues that it feels are important for the sound functioning of the bank.
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Audit and Risk Management Committee
Date of
Position Appointment Education

Name
Adnan Ertem

Doctorate

Chairman, Member of the Board

29.03.2007

Azfar Hussain Qarni

Member of the Board

29.03.2007

Masters

Khaled Nasser Abdulaziz Al Fouzan

Member of the Board

29.03.2007

University

Shaheen Hamad Abdulwahab Al Ganem

Member of the Board

29.03.2007

University

Duties and Responsibilities:
To establish in writing the strategies, policies and methods of operations of units and departments falling
within the scope of Internal Systems and to ensure the effective implementation and continuation thereof
To ensure the coordination between units and departments falling within the scope of Internal Systems
In a timely fashion to take remedial action to correct errors or deficiencies in Internal Systems procedures
identified either by the Banking Regulation and Supervision Agency or by the Independent Auditors and
to notify the Board of Directors thereof
To evaluate said error or deficiency and provide for analysis of other areas of operations where the
same or similar deficiencies or errors could arise by the control and internal audit functions

Corporate Governance Committee

Position

Date of
Appointment

Education

Adnan Ertem

Member of the Board

24.07.2007

Doctorate

Shaheen Hamad Abdulwahab Al Ganem

Member of the Board

24.07.2007

University

Name

Duties and Responsibilities:
The responsibility of the Corporate Governance Committee is to ensure compliance with Corporate
Governance Principles and to observe the actions taken, to undertake improvement activities in this
regard and to make suggestions regarding Corporate Governance to the Board of Directors.
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Basel II Compliance Committee
Name

Assignment

H. Cevdet Y›lmaz

Chief Audit and Risk Officer

Bilal Say›n

EVP – Credits

R. Ahmet Albayrak

EVP – Operations, Information Technology, Administrative Services, Human Resources

‹rfan Y›lmaz

EVP – Retail Banking

Ömer Karakuﬂ

Head of Corporate and Commercial Banking and Sales

Ali Akay

Head of Accounting and Control

Tamer Selçuk Durman

Head of Management and Treasury Monitoring

Erdal Özbilir

Director of Corporate and Commercial Credits

Duties and Responsibilities:
Within the framework of the Basel II principles and the BRSA’s regulations on this subject, to review KTPB’s
strategies, policies and processes and submit the final working document to the Senior Management and Board
of Directors.

Other Auxiliary Committees
Executive Committee
Name

Assignment

Mohammad S.A.I. Al Omar

Chairman of the Board

Abdullah Tivnikli

Vice-Chairman of the Board

Ufuk Uyan

CEO and Member of the Board

Duties and Responsibilities:
To undertake all duties entrusted to it by the Board of Directors.
This Committee is authorized as the deciding body in all purchasing decisions involving
equipment and fixtures, real property with values up to 10 percent of shareholders’ equity,
project participations, partnerships and investments.
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Credit Committee

s

Name

Assignment

Mohammad S.A.I. Al Omar

Chairman of the Board

Abdullah Tivnikli

Vice-Chairman of the Board

Ufuk Uyan

CEO and Member of the Board

Duties and Responsibilities:
The Credit Committee is authorized to approve credits with values of up to 1 – 10% of shareholders’
equity.
The Committee must meet with all members in attendance.
All decisions reached by a unanimous vote go into force immediately. All decisions reached by majority
vote go into effect after ratification by the Board of Directors.
All decisions of the Committee are to be recorded in the Decision Book. The Credit Committee Decision
Book is to be maintained according to the proper methods and procedures.

Asset & Liability Committee
Name

Assignment

Ufuk Uyan

CEO and Member of the Board

H. Cevdet Y›lmaz

Chief Audit and Risk Officer

Tar›k Tüzün

Head of Treasury

A. Süleyman Karakaya

EVP – Corporate and Commercial Banking

Ahmet Karaca

EVP - Financial Control

Bilal Say›n

EVP - Credits

‹rfan Y›lmaz

EVP – Retail Banking

R. Ahmet Albayrak

EVP - Operations, Information Technology,
Administrative Services, Human Resources

Duties and Responsibilities:
This is the senior management committee responsible for the Bank’s assets and liabilities and its financial
management. The committee meets on a weekly basis.
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SUMMARY BOARD OF DIRECTORS REPORT SUBMITTED
TO THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY
In 2007, Kuwait Turkish Participation Bank had the best and most successful year in its entire 18-year history. The
first indication of this success was the decision by the international credit ratings agency FitchRatings not only to
raise KTPB’s credit note but also make KTPB the only participation bank whose credit rating was revised upwards
to reflect the increase in Turkey’s sovereign credit rating. In its most recent evaluation, Fitch awarded KTPB a longterm local currency rating of BBB- with a stable outlook and a long-term FX rating of BB, also with a stable outlook.
As of December 31, 2007, KTPB had paid-in capital of YTL 260 million, total assets of YTL 3.86 billion and a
capital adequacy ratio of over 14 percent, well above the level required by the Basel II International Accounting
Standards. Its sound capital structure allowed KTPB to increase its assets by 31 percent to YTL 3.86 billion and
increase deposits collected by 28 percent as of the end of the year. However, even more importantly, KTPB’s
greatest achievement was to increase profitability by 68 percent to YTL 67.078 million at the same time that it
made major investments in the expansion of both its branch network and its product range. The impressive increase
KTPB achieved in profitability ranked it number one among Turkey’s participation banks for growth in earnings.
The KTPB branch network grew in 2007, adding a total of nine new branches and bringing the total network to
87 branches spanning all of Turkey and allowing the Bank to provide effective, value added banking and financial
services nationwide, with high levels of concentration in Turkey’s key centers of economic growth and activity:
Istanbul, Ankara, Bursa, Kayseri and Konya. Employing a total of 1,799 staff, the branch network is KTPB’s most
valuable sales channel and a central factor in the strong image of professionalism, probity and expertise that the
Bank presents to the public.
Innovation has always been a quality on which KTPB placed the utmost emphasis, an element in the corporate
culture that has played a significant role in making the Bank a leader in interest-free finance in Turkey. KTPB, for
instance, was the first to introduce a truly interest-free plastic card with revolving credit, the Sizcard. KTPB maintained
this level of innovation, introducing “Esnaf Finans”, a package of bundled financial services for Turkey’s dynamic
tradesmen and entrepreneurs. In 2007, the emphasis was on SME credits, with the result that by year’s end credits
of this type accounted for 25 percent of total retail lending. Thanks in part to its exciting range of new products
and services, the KTPB Retail Banking Division accounted for more than 30 percent of KTPB’s total assets, a
percentage that is expected to increase every year. Growth and innovation, however, were not limited to the Retail
Banking Division. In Corporate and Commercial Banking, KTPB saw assets grow by 33 percent to US$ 1.8 billion,
driven by strong relationships with existing customers and effective recruitment of new customers. International
Banking also posted excellent results, building on KTPB’s leading position in interest-free non-cash credits and the
Bank’s network of 218 correspondent banks and finance houses in 93 countries, as well as SWIFT agreements
with a total of 496 banks. At the beginning of 2007, with the signing of a US$ 200 million murabaha syndication
credit, which was oversubscribed by 160 percent, KTPB inked a transaction that was the first of its kind and opened
up a new era in Turkish interest-free finance.
With the majority of its profits for 2007 added to its capital as retained earnings and a further capital increase
slated to take place during 2008, further strengthening the Bank’s already excellent capital structure, KTPB is looking
forward to continuing to build on the successes it achieved in 2007. The planned capital increase will give KTPB
an even more outstanding capital adequacy ratio, giving KTPB the resources to step-up the speed of its expansion
program. The branch network will be expanded by 25 branches, and the emphasis on new product development
will be increased, as KTPB works to bring savers, investors and borrowers a wider range of products tailored to
their needs and to the changing dynamics of Turkey’s fast-growing economy. At the same time, KTPB will continue
to emphasize Alternative Distribution Channels and to set the pace of technological change and advancement
among participation banks.
The Board of Directors are proud to have guided KTPB through a promising and prosperous year, but the contributions
of the Bank’s dedicated professionals and other stakeholders, as always, played a crucial role in the Bank’s success.
The Board would like to thank each of them for their role in KTPB’s best year to date and wish them even greater
success in the coming year.
Respectfully,
The Board of Directors
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HUMAN RESOURCES PROCEDURES
KTPB, in parallel with its expanding branch network and growing transaction volumes, in 2007 continued to invest
in what is unquestionably its most important resource: people. KTPB is committed to maximizing employee satisfaction
and, to this end, has invested in the latest technology in order to implement world standard Human Resources
programs and facilities.
KTPB is the employer of choice for promising, confident, innovative bankers who see their careers being in interestfree banking and who believe in quality service and creating added value. In the hiring process, the Hiring Team
applies competency-based models and, following hiring, employees’ career development is closely monitored and
directed.
KTPB personnel are on average 31 years old, and 85 percent hold a university degree or higher. Personnel rolls
grew by approximately 33 percent in 2007, totaling 1,799 by year-end, with a 30 percent increase in personnel
numbers expected for 2008.
In parallel with KTPB’s rapid expansion of its branch network, a Management Trainee Program has been established
to cultivate and nurture the talented recent graduates who will be the building blocks of tomorrow’s management
team. Selected from Turkey’s leading universities, candidates undergo an intensive recruitment process that includes
competency-based group interviews, case studies and personality tests and, as trainees, participate in an extensive
training program including rotations in all major departments of the Bank. KTPB Management Trainees enjoy a
competitive compensation and benefits package, and particular emphasis is placed on nurturing their management
skills, with opportunities being available, within the framework of their personal development plans, to earn MBA
degrees as well as to participate in Management Trainee training programs, internationally and in Turkey, that
have been designed exclusively for KTPB.
KTPB has adopted a performance based compensation model, and employee salary increases are based on a
combination of inflation, market conditions and individual performance. Additionally, in order to provide for
employees’ well-being, comfort and to enable their personal development, the Bank provides a wide range of social
assistance and welfare programs that are in keeping with market standards. These social assistance programs
constitute an important portion of the overall compensation package and include private health insurance, performance
bonuses, transportation and meals and a variety of other benefits.
KTPB employees are evaluated on the basis of a target and competency based performance evaluation system and
those who achieve the required levels of professional and personal development and expertise have the opportunity
to advance to the highest levels of the Bank’s management. In 2007, a total of 300 employees who demonstrated
the highest levels of talent, professional knowledge, skill and experience were promoted to the next level in KTPB’s
multi-level career track.
KTPB closely monitors its employees’ training and development needs and invests in ensuring that it has the human
resources to develop the most effective solutions for its customers, a dedicated team of experts able to differentiate
the bank in this competitive market on the basis of their banking knowledge and experience.
Newly hired staff, before beginning work, are given an intensive orientation covering both banking and KTPB’s
principles and procedures. In 2007, over 500 new employees received, on average, 25 days of basic banking
training. Existing employees benefit from training programs both in Turkey and abroad, and their training is guided
by career development plans based on the future responsibilities they are likely to hold. A total of 7,083 days of
training was provided in 2007 in a range of subjects including banking, management, finance, law and personal
development, with the average number of training days per employee being 5.5. The online training program,
which was implemented in 2006, continued in 2007 with a total of 4,300 online training modules being completed
by KTPB staff. KTPB closely monitors the career development of its current executives and those employees with
executive potential and, within the framework of the Bank’s plans and objectives, offers executive development
programs designed to groom new executives.
In parallel with the latest developments in Human Resources Management technology, in 2006 an Oracle HR
package was put into operation that allows managers, their direct reports and the HR Department to share the
same self-service platform. In 2007, the Oracle Training Management System was brought online allowing employees
to participate interactively in the Human Resources Department’s training processes.
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FINANCIAL INFORMATION AND RISK MANAGEMENT PROCEDURES
Information regarding transactions conducted within the Risk Group of which the Bank is a member is provided
in detail in Section 7 of the Independent Auditor’s Report.

OUTSOURCED SERVICES
Within the framework of the Regulation on the Acquisition of Support Services by Banks and the Authorization
of Service Provider Companies, the following services are currently being outsourced:
Provus Technology Services, Inc.: Printing of bank and credit cards, statement printing and delivery to the PTT.
Securicor Verdi Security Services and Trade Inc.: Pick up and delivery of closed and sealed moneybags.
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BOARD OF AUDITORS’ REPORT

TO THE GENERAL SHAREHOLDERS’ ASSEMBLY OF KUWAIT TURKISH PARTICIPATION BANK,
INCORPORATED
2007 BOARD OF AUDITORS REPORT

Having audited all the accounts and operations of Kuwait Turkish Participation Bank for the year
2007 with respect to compliance with the Turkish Commercial Code, the Articles of Incorporation
of the Bank and other related regulations; we have concluded that the Bank’s Balance Sheet and
Income Statement and other records are in full conformity with the corresponding records and
documents respectively.
Having reached this conclusion, we kindly request that you approve the Balance Sheet and Income
that were submitted to the Board of Directors, and we also consent to the proposal of the Board of
Directors for the disbursement of the net profit.

Respectfully,

Güven OBALI

SECTION II

Ö. As›m ÖZGÖZÜKARA
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Ayhan BAYRAM

FINANCIAL INFORMATION AND RISK MANAGEMENT POLICIES
INTERNAL AUDIT AND RISK MANAGEMENT EVALUATION REPORT

THE ASSESSMENT OF INTERNAL SYSTEMS BY THE AUDIT COMMITTEE
The Audit Committee was established on October 26, 2006, based on Article 24 of the Banking
Law, Number 5411 and consists solely of Non-Executive Board Members.
The internal regulations for the units falling within the scope of Internal Systems: Internal Audit,
Internal Control and Risk Management, were prepared by the Audit and Risk Committee in line with
the recommendations of our Committee in accordance with the provisions of the “Regulation
Concerning the Internal Systems of Banks”, which went into effect on November 1, 2006, and said
internal regulations went into effect following their approval by the Board of Directors on January
30, 2007. The units falling within the scope of Internal Systems, within the context of the aforementioned
regulations, the Basel II Roadmap and an integrated risk management and risk oriented auditing
approach continue to operate with maximum effectiveness. Also in 2007, in place of the existing
Member of the Board Responsible for Internal Systems the new Audit and Risk Committee consisting
of four non-executive Members of the Board of Directors was established and its operating procedures
set by the Regulation on the Audit and Risk Committee. Within the framework of the newly established
organizational structure, as of January 30, 2007, the Internal Audit, Internal Control and Risk
Management Directorates report to our Committee, which serves as the Head of Internal Systems.
Additionally, in 2007, the Regulation and Compliance Unit was restructured within the framework
of Internal Systems to monitor regulatory developments and ensure our Bank’s regulatory compliance.
This unit is responsible for KTPB’s Regulatory Policy and reports to our Committee. The Audit Committee
met with the Internal Systems units on a bi-monthly basis for evaluation meetings, whose agenda was
as specified in the Regulation on the Kuwait Turkish Participation Bank Audit Committee and in these
meetings reviewed subjects related to the Bank’s risk profile and audit standing.
Respectfully,

Azfar Hussain Qarni
Audit Committee Member

Khaled N. Al Fouzan
Audit Committee Member
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FINANCIAL STATUS, PROFITABILITY AND SOLVENCY EVALUATION REPORT
Kuwait Turkish Participation Bank, as of year-end 2007, increased its assets by 32 percent to YTL 3,868,000,000
and increased its shareholders’ equity by 57 percent to YTL 389 million. In parallel with this, the Bank’s capital
adequacy ratio stood at 14.72 percent, well in excess of the legally required limits. The Bank will continue to
use its resources effectively and to increase its profitability. Detailed information about the Bank’s financial
status, profitability and solvency can be found in the Independent Auditor’s Report section of this Annual Report.

RISK MANAGEMENT POLICIES APPLIED ON THE BASIS OF RISK TYPE
Credit Risk Management Policies and Procedures:
The objectives of the KTPB credit risk policy are to measure the counterparty risk incurred in credit transactions,
monitor risk on the basis of the Bank’s limits and legal limits, research methods and techniques for measuring
and controlling risk, track overdue receivables, analyze reasons for delinquency and to take steps to prevent
their repetition.
It is imperative that credit policies be managed and monitored by the Bank’s Senior Management within the
framework of the CRD/Basel II document, taking into account the views of the BRSA. The Risk Management
and Treasury Monitoring Directorate works in conjunction with Senior Management to identify and implement
these strategies.
The Credit Risk Policy contains explanatory information regarding customer selection, credit issuance authority,
transfer of authority, the organizational structure of the credit committee, credit limits, provisions and security,
limit assignment principles, risk monitoring-control and process improvement, major risk points, new product
risk analysis and risk reduction precautions for risk points.

Market Risk Management Policies and Procedures:
The objective of the KTPB Market Risk Policy is to minimize risks resulting from trading in FX, gold, equities and
derivatives in the banking and trading accounts and to minimize the impact of exposure to structural interest
rate risk in the process of achieving targeted profitability and growth and therefore to maintain the Bank’s
capital adequacy.
Market risk is managed by application of limits set by the Asset-Liability Committee and approved by senior
management, consultation from the Risk Management and Treasury Monitoring Departments and the AssetLiability Committee, portfolio diversification on the basis of short-term and long-term market outlooks constantly
updated to reflect market conditions and trends.
Acceptable risk levels in treasury operations are established by way of management approved customer limits,
transaction limits, permitted transaction types, counterparty and country limits. In order to avoid excessive market
and liquidity risk the Bank “Marks to Market” its liquidity position, equities and FX position and profitability,
daily profit-loss standing and the balance in its nostro accounts on a daily basis. In addition, by way of a
maturity gap analysis report prepared on a weekly basis, the Asset-Liability Committee closely monitors the
Bank’s maturity gap risk. In the event that positions are established that exceed the Bank’s risk limits, the Treasury
Department engages in hedging transactions in order to bring the positions and gaps to levels that are acceptable
from a risk point of view.
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RISK MANAGEMENT POLICIES APPLIED ON THE BASIS OF RISK TYPE
As a result, Market Risk is managed with a system of limits and reports based on the principles outlined below:
(a)
(b)
(c)

Ensure that the concepts of risk management function in practice.
All risk-taking activities must be aligned with the Bank’s capacity to absorb risk.
Risk-taking levels must be on a par with the ability to absorb risk of both the markets in which the risk
is taken and the unit within the organization taking the risk.

Operational Risk Management Policies and Procedures:
In order to ensure that they are in conformity with the Bank’s operational risk policies and procedures, the Bank’s
business units provide the operational risk management staff with sufficient resources to perform their risk management
and monitoring functions.
Operational risk points, just as they are responsible for purchase of insurance coverage and management of
utilization of external resources by third parties, must also be responsible for effective communication with
personnel responsible for managing credit, market and other risk. In practice, just as the Bank’s operational
risk environment reflects its organizational structure, it also reflects the operating areas in its business lines
and their challenges. It is crucial that the Bank’s operational risk profile and existing risk management evaluate
risks on their extent and level of importance and manage them in proportion to the size of the Bank itself.
The Bank’s operational risk management procedures include key elements such as suitable policies and
processes, studies to define and measure operational risk, a highly functioning internal control system, and
effective testing and monitoring of operational procedures.

RATINGS ISSUED BY INTERNATIONAL RATING INSTITUTIONS
Evaluations performed by the international credit rating agency Fitch Ratings attest to Kuwait Turkish
Participation Bank’s outstanding performance, superior asset quality and sound capital structure.

Kuwait Turkish Participation Bank, Incorporated
Foreign Currency
Long-Term
Short-Term
Outlook

National
BB

Long-Term 
Outlook
Individual
Support

B

Stable

Local Currency
Long-Term 
Short-Term
Outlook

AAA (tur)

Stable
D
3

Sovereign Risk
BBBF3

Foreign Long-Term 
Local Long-Term
Outlook

Stable
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FIVE-YEAR FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS

FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS (,000 YTL)

Profit-share income

*2003

192,239

**2004

138,645

**2005

168,545

***2006

299,329

***2007

397,212

77,287

72,787

97,688

168,284

207,905

9,849

21,305

39,281

21,745

38,495

Profit shares paid on participation accounts
Fee and commission income (net)
Other operating income
Other operating costs
Provision for tax liability
Profit for the year (net)

22,419

15,810

63,194

28,014

58,531

124,526

93,441

143,710

145,303

192,946

0

0

0

0

19,264

22,694

9,532

29,622

35,501

74,123







1,226,336

1,541,421

2,339,928









171,538

183,528

211,884

247,238





%20.99

%16.75

%13.27






Total assets
Total shareholders’ equity

2,936,082 3,868,318
388,583


Capital adequacy ratio


%15.01

% 14.72

* 2003 Financial Highlights prepared in accordance with Tax Procedure Law (VUK) standards.

** 2004 and 2005 Financial Highlights prepared in accordance with the Directive on Accounting Practices (MUY).
*** 2006 and 2007 Financial Highlights prepared in accordance with the regulations and principles of the Turkish
Accounting Standards (TMS).
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CONTACT INFORMATION

Commercial Title:
Kuwait Turkish Participation Bank Inc.

Head Office Address:
Büyükdere Caddesi No: 129 34394 Esentepe- ﬁiﬂli, Istanbul, Turkey

Head Office Tel:
+90 (212) 0354 1111

Head Office Fax:
+90 (212) 354 1212

E-mail:
kuveytturk@kuveytturk.com.tr

Web Address:
www.kuveytturk.com.tr

Branch Network
As of 31.12.2007
87 branches in Turkey
1 branch in Bahrain
1 representative office in Munich, Germany

Total Personnel
As of December 31, 2007, 1,785 staff were employed at KTPB.
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BRANCHES

(as of March 2008)

Head Office:
Büyükdere Cad. No:129 34394
Esentepe-ﬁiﬂli/‹STANBUL
Tel: +90 (212) 354 11 11 (PBX)
Fax: 354 12 12
Head Office Executive Secretariat: +90 (212) 354 11 00

Adana Branch:

Ba¤c›lar Branch:

Bursa Branch:

Ali Münif Cad. No: 5
Seyhan/ADANA
Tel: +90 (322) 352 22 16 (Pbx)
Fax: +90 (322) 352 66 80

‹stanbul Cad. No: 17
Ba¤c›lar/‹STANBUL
Tel: +90 (212) 634 31 94 (Pbx)
Fax: +90 (212) 634 74 93

Ankara Cad. No: 77/1-A
Y›ld›r›m/BURSA
Tel: +90 (224) 360 60 44 (Pbx)
Fax: +90 (224) 360 77 22

Adapazar› Branch:

Bahçelievler Branch:

Carrefoursa Bayrampaﬂa Branch:

Atatürk Bulvar› No: 35
ADAPAZARI
Tel: +90 (264) 282 10 14 (Pbx)
Fax: +90 (264) 282 09 66

Kartaltepe Mh. Eski Londra Asfalt›
No: 30 Bahçelievler/‹STANBUL
Tel: +90 (212) 539 02 92 (Pbx)
Fax: +90 (212)539 03 83

Carrefour Tic. Merk. B20a
Bayrampaﬂa/‹STANBUL
Tel: +90 (212) 640 08 18 (Pbx)
Fax: +90 (212) 640 07 71

Afyonkarahisar Branch:

Bak›rköy Branch:

Ça¤layan Branch:

Millet Cad. No: 70
AFYONKARAH‹SAR
Tel: +90 (272) 213 53 75 (Pbx)
Fax: +90 (272) 213 53 99

‹stanbul Cad. No: 13 34720
Bak›rköy/‹STANBUL
Tel: +90 (212) 543 92 60 (4 Hat)
Fax: +90 (212) 543 92 64

Vatan Cad. No: 19/A
Ça¤layan-Ka¤›thane/‹STANBUL
Tel: +90 (212) 233 43 10 (Pbx)
Fax: +90 (212) 233 30 15

Aksaray Branch:

Balgat Branch:

Colony Branch:

Bankalar Cad.
No: 25/A
AKSARAY
Tel: +90 (382) 213 15 00 (Pbx)
Fax: +90 (382) 212 64 35

Ziyabey Cad.
No: 53
Balgat-Çankaya/ANKARA
Tel: +90 (312) 287 57 74 (Pbx)
Fax: +90 (312) 287 58 57

Colony Outlet ve Yaﬂam Merkezi
Gültepe Mah. Barbaros Cad.
Küçükçekmece/‹STANBUL
Tel: +90 (212) 541 71 89 (Pbx)
Fax: +90 (212) 426 11 38

Altunizade Branch:

Bal›kesir Branch:

Çorlu Branch:

Mahir ‹z Cad. No: 28/3
Altunizade/‹STANBUL
Tel: +90 (216) 474 02 55 (Pbx)
Fax: +90 (216)474 02 64

Milli Kuvvetler Cad. No: 79
BALIKES‹R
Tel: +90 (266) 241 70 70 (Pbx)
Fax: +90 (266) 241 24 54

Omurtak Cad. No: 79/2
Heykel/ÇORLU
Tel: +90 (282) 654 00 20 (Pbx)
Fax: +90 (282) 654 00 33

Ankara Branch:

Bayrampaﬂa Branch:

Davutpaﬂa-Topkap› Branch:

ﬁehit Te¤men Kalmaz Cad.
No: 17/A Ulus/ANKARA
Tel: +90 (312) 310 35 15 Pbx)
Fax: +90 (312) 311 66 60

Abdi ‹pekçi Cad. No: 67
Bayrampaﬂa/‹STANBUL
Tel: +90 (212) 576 45 07 (Pbx)
Fax: +90 (212) 576 46 04

Davutpaﬂa Cad. No: 119/2
Topkap›-Zeytinburnu/‹STANBUL
Tel: +90 (212) 481 39 97 (Pbx)
Fax: +90 (212) 481 29 50

Antakya (Hatay) Branch:

Beﬂiktaﬂ Branch:

Demetevler Branch:

Yavuz Selim Cad. Çuhadaro¤lu
‹ﬂmrk No:1 ANTAKYA
Tel: +90 (326) 225 28 01 (Pbx)
Fax: +90 (326) 225 28 04

Sinanpaﬂa Mh. Sinanpaﬂa Köprü Sk.
No: 12 Beﬂiktaﬂ/‹STANBUL
Tel: +90 (212) 260 66 19 (Pbx)
Fax: +90 (212) 261 21 36

Demetevler 4. Cadde 4/A
Yenimahalle/ANKARA
Tel: +90 (312) 336 77 97 (Pbx)
Fax: +90 (312) 335 99 47

Antalya Branch:

Beﬂyüzevler Branch:

Denizli Branch:

Adnan Menderes Bulvar›
No: 25/1 ANTALYA
Tel: +90 (242) 241 06 95
Fax: +90 (242) 241 07 00

Eski Edirne Asfalt› No:186
Beﬂyüzevler/‹STANBUL
Tel: +90 (212) 535 99 92 (Pbx)
Fax: +90 (212) 535 85 58

‹kinci Ticariyol Cad. No: 10
Bayramyeri/DEN‹ZL‹
Tel: +90 (258) 264 92 90 (Pbx)
Fax: +90 (258) 264 94 91

Avc›lar Branch:

Beyaz›t Branch:

Diyarbak›r Branch:

Reﬂitpaﬂa Cad. No: 46
Avc›lar/‹STANBUL
Tel: +90 (212) 590 98 97
Fax: +90 (212) 509 86 12

Yeniçeriler Cad. No: 7
Çemberlitaﬂ-Eminönü/‹STANBUL
Tel: +90 (212) 518 60 78 (Pbx)
Fax: +90 (212) 518 60 51

‹nönü Cad. No: 13
Da¤kap›/D‹YARBAKIR
Tel: +90 (412) 223 53 48 (Pbx)
Fax: +90 (412) 223 51 00

Aziziye (Konya) Branch:

Beylikdüzü Branch:

Düzce Branch:

Mevlana Cad. No: 44/B
KONYA
Tel: +90 (332) 350 20 00 (Pbx)
Fax: +90 (332) 350 75 76

Beylikdüzü Sanayi Sitesi No: 1-2
Beylikdüzü/‹STANBUL
Tel: +90 (212) 873 51 59 (Pbx)
Fax: +90 (212) 873 58 51

‹stanbul Caddesi No: 9
DÜZCE
Tel: +90 (380) 512 17 76 (Pbx)
Fax: +90 (380) 514 99 26
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Elaz›¤ Branch:

Ihlamurkuyu Branch:

Karagöz Branch:

Hürriyet Cad. No: 14 ELAZI⁄
Tel: +90 (424) 238 80 81 (PBX)
Fax: +90 (424) 238 80 88

Alemda¤ Cad. No: 283
Ihlamurkuyu/‹STANBUL
Tel: +90 (216) 611 02 11 (PBX)
Fax: +90 (216) 611 04 41

Karagöz Cad. No: 4/A
ﬁahinbey/GAZ‹ANTEP
Tel: +90 (342) 232 99 79 (PBX)
Fax: +90 (342) 232 99 78

Isparta Branch:

Karﬂ›yaka Branch:

Cumhuriyet Cad. Gürman Pasaj›
No: 23 ISPARTA
Tel: +90 (246) 232 46 27 (PBX)
Fax: +90 (246) 232 46 78

Yal› Cad. No: 182/A
Karﬂ›yaka/‹ZM‹R
Tel: +90 (232) 364 70 74 (PBX)
Fax: +90 (232) 364 71 21

‹kitelli-‹msan Branch:

Kayseri Branch:

‹kitelli C.‹msan Sit. E Bl. 23-24
Küçükçekmece/‹STANBUL
Tel: +90 (212) 698 04 58 (PBX)
Fax: +90 (212) 698 04 38

Millet Cad. Ünlü Ap. No: 39
KAYSER‹
Tel: +90 (352) 222 12 87 (PBX)
Fax: +90 (352) 222 55 49

‹kitelli Branch:

Keçiören Branch:

OKSB T.Özal Cad. M.Çak›c› ‹ﬂmrk.
‹kitelli/‹STANBUL
Tel: +90 (212) 671 13 33 (PBX)
Fax: +90 (212) 671 13 31

K›zlarp›nar› Cad. No: 55/B
Keçiören/ANKARA
Tel: +90 (312) 361 99 90 (PBX)
Fax: +90 (312) 361 99 98

‹mes Branch:

K›z›lay Branch:

‹MES San. Sit. 202. S. B Blok No: 2
Ümraniye/‹STANBUL
Tel: +90 (216) 466 48 70 (PBX)
Fax: +90 (216) 466 48 74

Mithatpaﬂa Cad. No: 31-32
K›z›lay/ANKARA
Tel: (0312) 431 01 73 (PBX)
Fax: (0312) 431 01 85

‹stoç Branch:

Konya Branch:

‹stoç Topt. Çarﬂ›s› 11. Ada No: 1-3
Mahmutbey/‹STANBUL
Tel: +90 (212) 659 56 61 (PBX)
Fax: +90 (212) 659 48 58

Ankara Cad. No: 89/1
Selçuklu/KONYA
Tel: (0332) 238 10 10 (PBX)
Fax: (0332) 237 67 34

‹zmir Branch:

Kurtköy Branch:

Fevzi Paﬂa Bulvar› N: 61/A
Çankaya/‹ZM‹R
Tel: +90 (232) 445 26 92 (PBX)
Fax: +90 (232) 445 26 96

Ankara Cad. No: 21 Efe ‹ﬂmerk.
ﬁ›¤l›-Kurtköy/‹STANBUL
Tel: +90 (216) 595 40 15 (PBX)
Fax: +90 (216) 595 39 08

G›da Çarﬂ›s› (‹zmir) Branch:

Kütahya Branch:

1202/6 Sk. No: 50 G›da Çarﬂ›s›
Yeniﬂehir/‹ZM‹R
Tel: +90 (232) 449 99 09 (PBX)
Fax: +90 (232) 469 11 07

Cumhuriyet Cad. No: 91
KÜTAHYA
Tel: (0274) 223 44 84
Fax: (0274) 223 60 63

‹zmit Branch:

Laleli Branch:

Ömera¤a Mah. Hürriyet Cad.
No: 113 ‹ZM‹T
Tel: +90 (262) 325 55 33 (PBX)
Fax: +90 (262) 324 26 17

Ordu Cad. No: 218-248/D
Laleli/‹STANBUL
Tel: +90 (212) 527 49 00 (PBX)
Fax: +90 (212) 527 48 61 - 62

Kad›köy Branch:

Malatya Branch:

Sö¤ütlüçeﬂme Cad. Baﬂçavuﬂ Sk.
No: 57/2 Kad›köy/‹STANBUL
Tel: +90 (216) 349 77 61 (PBX)
Fax: +90 (216) 349 77 65

Ferhadiye Mah. Ferhadiye Sk. No: 3
MALATYA
Tel: (0422) 323 04 48 (PBX)
Fax: (0422) 323 03 98

Kahramanmaraﬂ Branch:

Maltepe Branch:

Trabzon Cad. Baﬂçavuﬂ Sk.
No: 56/B KAHRAMANMARAﬁ
Tel: (0344) 225 17 00 (PBX)
Fax: (0344) 225 20 45

Ba¤dat Cad. No: 166
Maltepe/‹STANBUL
Tel: +90 (216) 370 19 00 (PBX)
Fax: +90 (216) 370 24 63

Karaköy Branch:

Manisa Branch:

Necatibey Cad. No: 42
Karaköy/‹STANBUL
Tel: +90 (212) 292 02 42
Fax: +90 (212) 292 02 52

Mustafa Kemal Paﬂa Cad. No: 18
MAN‹SA
Tel: (0236) 231 54 77 (PBX)
Fax: (0236) 231 37 30

Erenköy Branch:
ﬁemsettin Günaltay Cad. No: 266/1
Erenköy/‹STANBUL
Tel: +90 (216) 359 41 09 (PBX)
Fax: +90 (216) 359 41 08

Esenler Branch:
At›ﬂalan› Cad. No: 44/B
Esenler/‹STANBUL
Tel: +90 (212) 508 17 87 (PBX)
Fax: +90 (212) 508 77 34

Eskiﬂehir Branch:
‹smet ‹nönü Cad. No: 4/1
ESK‹ﬁEH‹R
Tel: +90 (222) 220 23 50 (PBX)
Fax: +90 (222) 220 20 33

Fatih Branch:
Fevzipaﬂa Cad. No: 42 34240
Fatih/‹STANBUL
Tel: +90 (212) 631 32 50 (PBX)
Fax: +90 (212) 631 32 54

F›nd›kzade Branch:
Millet Cad. No: 86/2-3-4
F›nd›kzade/‹STANBUL
Tel: +90 (212) 523 88 73 (PBX)
Fax: +90 (212) 523 83 98

Gaziantep Branch:
Prof. M. Aksoy Bul. Osmanl› ‹ﬂmrk.
GAZ‹ANTEP
Tel: +90 (342) 215 32 72 (PBX)
Fax: +90 (342) 215 29 66

Gebze Branch:
Atatürk Cad. No: 15
Gebze/KOCAEL‹
Tel: +90 (262) 643 29 70 (PBX)
Fax: +90 (216) 643 29 69

Güllük Branch:
Güllük Cad. Saraço¤lu ‹ﬂmrk.
No: 78 ANTALYA
Tel: +90 (242) 247 43 71 (PBX)
Fax: +90 (242) 247 94 71

Gültepe Branch:
Talatpaﬂa Cad. No: 122-A
Gültepe/‹STANBUL
Tel: +90 (212) 278 73 43 (PBX)
Fax: +90 (212) 284 73 88

Güneﬂli Branch:
Gülbahar Cad. 6.Sk. No: 66
Güneﬂli/‹STANBUL
Tel: +90 (212) 489 21 51 (PBX)
Fax: +90 (212) 489 21 50

Had›mköy Branch:
Sanayi 1 Bulvar›
Alkent 2000 Evleri Karﬂ›s› No: 202
Çakmakl›-Büyükçekmece/‹STANBUL
Tel: +90 (212) 886 28 98 (PBX)
Fax: +90 (212) 886 28 99
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Mecidiyeköy Branch:

Rize Branch:

Tuzla Sanayi Branch:

Büyükdere Cad. No: 85
Mecidiyeköy/‹STANBUL
Tel: (0212) 266 76 99 (PBX)
Fax: (0212) 266 77 04

Tevfik ‹leri Cad. No: 16/B
R‹ZE
Tel: (0464) 217 09 00 (PBX)
Fax: (0464) 217 09 08

Birmes Sanayi Sit. D 1 Blk No: 5
Tuzla/‹STANBUL
Tel: +90 (216) 394 87 00 (PBX)
Fax: +90 (216) 394 87 09

Megacenter (Bayrampaﬂa) Branch:

Samsun Branch:

Ümraniye Branch:

Kocatepe Mh. Megacenter Sit.12.Sk.C Bl
No: 113 Bayrampaﬂa/‹STANBUL
Tel: (0212) 640 00 60 (PBX)
Fax: (0212) 640 63 00

Kale Mah. Kaz›mpaﬂa Cad. No: 17
SAMSUN
Tel: (0362) 431 36 61 (PBX)
Fax: (0362) 431 36 38

Alemda¤ Cad. No: 118
Ümraniye/‹STANBUL
Tel: +90 (216) 443 08 43 (PBX)
Fax: +90 (216) 443 08 41

Merkez Branch:

Sincan Branch:

Üsküdar Branch:

Büyükdere Cad. No:129
Esentepe-ﬁiﬂli/‹STANBUL
Tel: (0212) 354 28 28 (PBX)
Fax: (0212) 354 28 15

Atatürk Mh. Meltem Sk. No: 41
Sincan/ANKARA
Tel: (0312) 269 99 96 (PBX)
Fax: (0312) 271 98 61

Hakimiyeti Milliye Cad.
Atlas Ç›kmaz› S. No: 5/42
Üsküdar/‹STANBUL
Tel: +90 (216) 495 48 74 (PBX)
Fax: +90 (216) 495 48 87

Mersin (‹çel) Branch:

Sirkeci Branch:

Kuvay-i Milliye Cad. No: 13
MERS‹N
Tel: (0324) 238 76 50 (PBX)
Fax: (0324) 238 76 54

Vas›fç›nar Cad. No: 106
Sultanhamam/‹STANBUL
Tel: (0212) 513 36 90 (PBX)
Fax: (0212) 513 62 20

Mersin Serbest Bölge Branch:

Sivas Branch:

Mersin Serbest Bölge F Ada 3 Parsel
MERS‹N
Tel: (0324) 238 84 00 (PBX)
Fax: (0324) 238 84 05


Eskikale Mh. Bankalar Cad. No: 8
S‹VAS
Tel: (0346) 225 79 60 (PBX)
Fax: (0346) 225 79 64

Merter Branch:

Sultanbeyli Branch:

Fatih Cad. No: 22
Merter/‹STANBUL
Tel: (0212) 637 00 87 (PBX)
Fax: (0212) 637 87 23

M.Akif Mh. Atatürk Cad. No: 98
S‹VAS
Tel: +90 (216) 496 46 79 (PBX)
Fax: +90 (216) 496 69 34

Nilüfer (Bursa) Branch:

ﬁanl›urfa Branch:

Üçevler Mah. Nilüfer Cad. No: 6/2
Nilüfer/BURSA
Tel: (0224) 443 51 11 (PBX)
Fax: (0224) 443 52 62

Sarayönü Cad. No: 133/B
ﬁANLIURFA
Tel: (0414) 216 20 22 (PBX)
Fax: (0414) 216 54 00

Operations Branch:

ﬁirinevler Branch:

Büyükdere Cad.
Raﬂit R›za S.10/4
Mecidiyeköy/‹STANBUL
Tel: (0212) 354 50 00 (PBX)

ﬁirinevler Mh. Meriç Sk. No: 25
ﬁirinevler/‹STANBUL
Tel: (0212) 451 51 46 (PBX)
Fax: (0212) 639 12 21

Osmanbey Branch:

Taksim Branch:

Halaskârgazi Cad. No: 202/A
ﬁiﬂli/‹STANBUL
Tel: (0212) 296 93 10 (PBX)
Fax: (0212) 296 93 15

Tarlabaﬂ› Cad. No: 22
Taksim/‹STANBUL
Tel: (0212) 361 41 48 (PBX)
Fax: (0212) 361 68 64

Osmangazi (Bursa) Branch:

Tokat Branch:

Fevzi Çakmak Cad. No: 43/4
BURSA
Tel: (0224) 223 23 50 (PBX)
Fax: (0224) 223 62 72

Gaziosmanpaﬂa Bul. No: 179
TOKAT
Tel: (0356) 212 68 28 (PBX)
Fax: (0356) 212 67 61

Ostim Branch:

Topçular Branch:

Ostim M. 100. Y›l Bul. No: 51
Y. Mahalle/ANKARA
Tel: (0312) 385 94 00 (PBX)
Fax: (0312) 385 94 01

Ramik›ﬂla Cad. Gündo¤ar ‹ﬂmer-1
No: 84 Eyüp/‹STANBUL
Tel: (0212) 674 60 75 (PBX)
Fax: (0212) 674 60 94

Dilmun Tower (A), 121
Government Avenue P.O. Box 1363
Manama-Kingdom of Bahrain
Tel: (+973) 17 20 11 11 (PBX)
Fax: (+973) 17 22 33 25

Pendik Branch:

Trabzon Branch:

Dr. Orhan Maltepe Cad. No: 50/B
Pendik/‹STANBUL
Tel: +90 (216) 390 85 45 (PBX)
Fax: +90 (216) 390 85 49

K. Maraﬂ Cad. Yavuz Han No: 26
TRABZON
Tel: (0462) 326 00 30 (PBX)
Fax: (0462) 326 24 94

Germany Representative Office:
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Yeni Sanayi-Kayseri Branch:
Osman Kavuncu Cad. 243/A
Melikgazi/KAYSER‹
Tel: (0352) 331 57 57 (PBX)
Fax: (0352) 331 99 88

Zafer Sanayi-Konya Branch:
Horozlu Han Mh. Selçuklu Cad.
No: 35-37
KONYA
Tel: (0332) 249 80 00 (PBX)
Fax: (0332) 249 20 10

Zeytinburnu Branch:
Muammer Aksoy Cad. 71. Sk.
No: 2-A
‹STANBUL
Tel: (0212) 546 70 60 (PBX)
Fax: (0212) 546 77 07

INTERNATIONAL BRANCHES
AND REPRESENTATIVE OFFICES
Bahrain Branch:

Gartnerstrasse 39, 80992
München, GERMANY
Tel: 49 (89)15 89 20 60
Fax: 49 (89) 15 89 20 61
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